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Few Good Cows vs. Many Poor.
Hoabd's Daibymax:—There is an
old adage that says '"Not bow much, but
how good."
It applies just as forcibly
to dairying as it does to anything else.
It
is
more
important for dairymen and farmers to
improve tbe quality
of their cows than to increase ibe number kept. Ten real good cows will yield
a greater productiou
than fifteen inferior animais and it will be far more eco
oomical to feed and care for the smaller
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wbat our scientist· expect tu dad that
will add to our information regarding
agriculture, we hare not been fully informed. We are uot unmindful of the
fact that Europe has contributed some
valuable information to the science of
agriculture, but so far as their farm
practices are concerned, we are led to
believe from statements made concern
log them, that they are scarcely up with
tbe farm practices of America.
It is true tbe farmers of Europe are
more saving in their agricultural
operations, but it is very doubtful whether
tbeir methods are any more productive
than those practiced in this country
where correct methods are followed.
We fully understand that tbe average
yield of grain in England, Germany and
France is reported to be larger than in
this country, but it should be remembered that these countries are better adapted to the growing of small grains than
It may be statour country as a whole.
ed further, tbat it is just a bit unfair to
compare the average grain yield of Eu
rope with that of America. lias anyone
ever noticed the average corn yield of
these countries as compared with the
average corn yield of America? Wby
not? Because corn does not do well in
those countries. A showing in favor of

CorrusDoadence on practical agnculturA topii ■
1* solicited. AiMreas ali communications :
tended for this topartment to Hum U
Hammcmd, Agricultural Suitor Oifonl l»em
ocrai. Parla. Me.

BUCE.

L-

,

Studying Agriculture Abroad.
Poultry Management, Maine Station.
It seems to be the style nowaday» to
There has recently been leaned by the
study agriculture in Europe. Just Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
of

! AMONG TEE FARMERS.

I'ARK.

Collections

a

dairy.

Specially

profit

in a cow consists of the
money the milk or butter will sell for
r. ii l'AKK.
over and above tbe cost for feed.
This
cost will not be materially different beAttorneys at Law,
farm.
tween cows kept on the average
MAINE.
I* L,
Considering everything in round figures,
EllmC.P»*
Κ Πει rick.
it will not be far from $100 a year for
the average cow.
If milk is sold at 4c a quart, it will reCARL S. BRIGGS,
quire the first 2500 quarts produced to
Dentist.
pay for the cow's feed. Tbe profit in a
MAINE,
cow, then, would be from the milk over
> >UTH PARIS,
Even- and above the 2,000 quart milk producto 5 I· m
m
e Hourti : 9 A
tion.
If the annual yield was 3,000
i|>poiotni6Dt. Special attention
quarts, only 500 of this would be profi-,
κ hildren.
g··.··
>n other words $20 at
the stated price
for milk. If the production was 3,500
j. WALDO NASH.
quarts a year, the pri fit would be 1,000
quarts or t40.
Although tbe actual difference in milk
yield between tbe two cows is only 500
quarts, it means that one cow fs just
rear Masonic Block,
'e· :!e Sttwice as profitable as the other animal.
NORWAY. Ten cows of the larger yieldiug ctpacitv
Τ -^-ore Co" f tion.
would be just as profitable as a dairy of
twenty of the other cows. In either
case the actual profit would be in 10,000
quarts of milk having a money value of
Ni OAjy,
Maine,
$400. It should need no argument to
convince any farmer or dairyman tbat it
would be easier to make tbe $400 profit
by keeping the ten cows than it would
8em
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nbing, Heating,
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C. H. Robinson,
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VETERINARY

South Paris.
All kirnU of work in the line of

Veterinary Surgery.

]<nf
•Ί "1

jjr. υ. m. merrcii,
37 Western Aïe., Soma Paris. Maine.

VETERINARY
Physician and Surgeon.
Τ ΚI. Κ ΡIIΟ \ Κ

37-1».

Medical and Surgical treatment of disand accident· of all domestic
hes
animale.
>pecial attention to Cant rati ng and
of
; iving. Appointed agent for tenting
and horses aud veterinary inspecn"
t< -ù Λ-irk.
of th« l ultril Matra Colle··
ltur(«out, \Vuhln|{lon,
l.iarlnary
UM3
4
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Men Wanted.

or

Be a Chauffeur
Automobile Engineer.
to
We need men
train, in three weeks,

needs.
Much valuable soil work has been
done in England and Germany and tbe
results are commonly known in this
country, especially concerning soil improvement. We believe there is opportwenty cow*
tunity for investigators to spend some
The same logic applies if instead of time studying the work done in soil» in
selling milk, the dairy is kept for butter Germany, France and the United Kingpurposes. The tirst 333 pounds of but- dom, but there ie even greater opporter produced at 30 cents a pound will go tunity for tbe advancement of agriculinto feed. If the butter yield is 366 ture in this country if agriculturists will
pounds annually, the profit will lie in 33 study tbe needs of this country as closepouude and be about 10 dollars, while if ly as they are supposed to study the
ibe butter yield is 399 pounds, 66 of this agricultural practices of toreign lands.
will be profit or about 20 dollars. Ten Our soils, climate and people are differof tbe higher butter yielding cows will ent, and we must to a large degree work
be equivalent to twenty of tbe lower out our own salvation and from our own
yielding animals.
standpoint.—Hoard's Dairyman.
It is more economical for the farmer
to plau to get one cow tbat will produce
Something New in Fairs.
3,500 quarts of milk or 400 pounds of
Fair at Salem Depot, N.
Rockingham
butter at a given feed cost than to keep
has announced its premiums for tbe
EL,
two cows, each of which will yield only
second annual fair, August 19, 20, 21, 22
3,000 quarts of milk or 366 pounds of and 23, 1913, which is Old Home Week
butter.
in New Hampshire.
Some farmer says he knows none of
The unprecedented success of its tiret
his dairy cows will produce even 2,500
fair last season bas encouraged the manof
>uuds
butter,
333
or
milk
of
ρ
quarts
agement to continue the liberal policy
yet that he realizes a profit from them. then announced of giving large premiThat may be true, but the profit is not
ums for exhibits of stock and farm prodIt is in the farm
iu tbe milk or butter.
uct* that are especially adapted to New
grown feed sold to tbe dairy and mar- England conditions.
A
keted in the form of milk products.
The plant at Salem Depot, where
successful dairy ought to give a produchave been
more than a million dollars
all
for
will
not
tion that
puronly pay
«pent for improvements, is one of the
chased feed but also for that produced
biggest and best in the country. It conon the farm, besides yielding a net profit
tains 4S7 acres of land, part of which is
on the milk.
under cultivation. There are groves of
Thousands of cows are kept that do
hard and soft wood growth and splendid
not begiu to pay for their board, the valopportunity for carrying on experimentue of the milk or butter being less than
al and demonstration work in many departments of agriculture. Tbe plan of
the
all
eat
dairies a few boarder cows
up
this association contemplates showing
ones.
ut
tbe
high yielding
profit
various stages of growth,
crops in
metha
should
farmer
practice
Every
different systems and methods of handod that will enable him to get rid of
in short, making the whole plant
those tbat do not pay expenses. This j ling,
as largely as
possible a demonstration
can be done by weighing tbe milk regu I
farm. A big start along these lines will
larly aod by testing systematically if it ie be made this year, especially in clearing
Hold on a butterfat basis or made into
and draining operations preparatory to
butter. Kecords should be kept of feed
in the future. During the fair
cropping
the
consumed aud when the value of
it is expected to have demonstrations of
exceed
Dot
mille or iu products does
stump pulling, stump and rock blasting,
this by a reasonable margin, tbe cow*
and the like.
ditching,
A
block.
the
«eut
to
or
should be sold
The agricultural department is again
Babcock tester used in connection with
under the management of Richard Pat·
scales will give this information at alight
\r.n»A* /-v#
Ct ία Π ran
t\f VftW
The dairyman will
coat and trouble.
who will have practically
Hampshire,
get along faster if he seeks to improve the name force of superintendents an laet
quality in his cows than if he simply in- year.
J. Haynes,
creases its size blindly.—L.
in Hoard's Dairymau.
Draft Horses.
New
our

j

»

Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames,

Matched fine

W.

E.

and Job

mentioning.

Feed: Stock feeds, corn stover, straw.
Don't need macb grain when cows freshsome
en in spring;
soiling crops for
summer to help pasture.
Income from eightoows: Milk, cream
aud butter for family, $150.00 cash,
skimmilk; manure builds up fertil-

Sheathing for Sale.

(HWULKK,

We·'. Sumner.

Albert 0. Park

It is quite evident tbat on this farm,
dairying is a by-product and whatever
comes in from it is to be counted as gain.
The farmer who is willing to keep
thi· kind of cows under these conditions cares, really, very little about

AND

Real Estate Agent

prices.
Altogether too mauy men keeping
cows have figured just as this man has
So records are kept,scrub bulls are kept.

There is no thought of improvement.
The whole plan is to skin through with
as little outlay as possible.
Tbe whole ideal is low, so low that it
is one of the great hindering factors in
tbe general improvement* in dairying.
The cows are tolerated for the manure
they can furnish, the waste feed they
can consume, and if the children would
not milk in some cases, even these good
reasons, so far as they go, would not b«
sufficient to induce tbe farmer to keep
Yet he calls bimself a dairyman
cows.
and presumes to give advice to men who,
comparatively speaking, are as far
ahead of him as is a great oity departpeddler.
ment store ahead of tbe pack
B'ion companions these—low ideals and
Dairyman.
small profits.—Hoard's

I bay and sell real eatate for any on<
I also buy all kind· of per
so desiring.
•onal property, especially housebote
You can find » large stock at m3

goods.

•tore on

Western
at

Ave., South Paris,

sold more real estate laa
public and private sale than man]

for sale.

I

J

ity.

AUCTIONEER

year
of tbe old established agencies.

Hale* Kea»eaakle.

A. O. LORD,

15 years expert Watch
maker with Bigelo*
forward it Co., Boston

•'Several farmer· residing

near Tacotried to carry on dairying with oowa
which were equally as good for beef as
These experifor milk production.
ments began about twelve years ago and
were completed more than four year·
Tbey
ago to tbeir entire satisfaction.
all quit." Tbe above statement is taken
HorNorthwest
the
in
from an editorial
ticulturist and Dairy. Tbe last three
words are eloquent in tbelr terseness and
meaning, and yet there are farmer·,—
well, what ia the use? If farmers will
try, to
never be convinced until they
their own satisfaciion, that the dualpurpose Idea Is a myth, they who are ao
blind to tbe troth will have to pay for
their education.
ma

All Work
Guaranteed.
A little out of the
but it pays to walk.
UE19.
With

wa

WATCHES. CLOCK!
AND JEWELRY.

Hobbtt' Variety Store, Norway, Me.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduât·

Optioian.

Women succeed in poultry raiting under adverse circumstances tbat would
with
cause men to give np the calling
of thi· arc
disgust. The main causae
tender
tbat women are naturally more
hearted aod look more carefully to the
re
little comfort detail· that chioka

quire.

improve the taate 01
Manure doe·
the oowi
quality of the milk. See tbat
especially
are clean before milking,
about the thighs and flanks.
iot

NORWAY, MAINE.
)!
I

Ο

England

Low Idéale and Small Profits.
i.iltlon-i paying »i> to p weekly^ Easy
A writer in Wallaces' Farmer says:
now
Best Spring po»tUon*
.. -hurt hour».
4,Now, my dear friends and fellow farm'■'ng and Garage »urt,1^,,?i'irn Γο"
PORTLAND AUTO CO.. ers, ye who sweat and tight flies in tbe
Write now.
..-Wand. Maine.
cow yard, don't get discouraged, if some
know all, or has-tested-all, tells you tbat
There isn't a great deal
cow* dou't pay.
E. W. C H4ÎIDLEK,
of money in the cow business to be sure,
but it is a paying proposition."
Before giving this sage advice he describes his own methods. Tbey are
about as follows:
! will furnish IHX)RS and WINDOWS of any
-lie or Style at reasonable prlcca.
Shed: Built of waste lumber for #35.
Labor: Children do it before aud
after school, don't cost anything.
Depreciation: Culls will pay for heifer calves and their raising.
oi
Inside
for
Finish
of
If In want of any kind
Bull: Bought at some sale for &i5.
Pine Lu m
utalde work, «end In your order·.
for Caah.
Taxes: Dou't charge them because
> r and Shingles on hand Cheap
they are for tbe common cause.
Work. Light: A little kerosene, not worth

Planing, Sawing

can not

be made if corn is used as an example.
If tbe farmers of this country follow
the reliable advice concerning agriculture given by our different institutions,
tbeir crops and flocks will yield fully as
large returne as the fields and docks of
Europe, as often cited in this country to
show the better methods of agriculture
practiced there. When it comes to dairy
stock we have no evidence tbat foreign countries are breeding or rearing
better animals. In fact, records made
in this country lead us to believe that
our cattle are superior, at any rate, for

Taxidermist,

LONQLEY & BUTTS,

practices

Don't fence joor farm with bar bee
wire If you can afford a better way.

Johii E. Taylor, Maine.
horse breeders have
New England
changed their former custom and are
raising more draft horses. Harvey Eaton recently purchased six Percheron
brood mares that were imported from
France and has placed them on his
Maine farm and he will breed draft
horses for the purpose of meeting the demands throughout this section of Maine.
These are among the first full blooded
Percheron brood mares to be brought
into the state, although the demand for
Percheron stock has been growing for
some time, so that in the last year it is
estimated that at least 100 full blooded
draft horses and stallions have been
brought here.
There is hardly any sale in Maine as
well as in other of the New England
recent
states for driving horses. A
horxe show in ceutral Maine brought out
the
state, but
many horses from all over
only one driving horse was sold and a
large number of draft horse·. Why this
condition is so can only be determined
by the advent and continued growth of
the automobile. The driving horse is
lover of the
no longer desired by the
auto and those who have to use horses
now seek the heavier horse for their
business, using autos for pleasure trips.
The race horse still has its place but
horsemen claim that even this type is
less in demand than a few years past.
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chapter XI.
Tragedy

on

the Road.

SIÏORTLi*

after noon the next day
Colonel Todlinnter stopped in at
the Strickland*' on hie way
home, as was not unusual for

lu reply to an apparently
him to do.
careless question, Margaret Strickland.
Tom's eldest sister, told him that Tom
had goue Into town soon after breakfast
Colonel Toil hunter returned Into Nin
eveh ut once, after explaining to Mar

guret Strickland tbat be bad forgotten
to execute certain housekeeping mis
slons for Mrs. Tndbunter before drlv
ing out But be found no trace of Tom
Strickland until be came to a certain
barroom frequeuted mainly by the
Yaucey and Tucker factions in politics
"Colonel." snld the bartender, in an-

to a question. "Tom Strickluud
In bere, sir, about two hours ago.
Not flndln'
lookln' for Staiu Tucker.
him, and waitin* here quite awhile In
hopes of bis turuln' up, he wrote a note
yonder at that tuble and sent It out by
one of the town boys to Stain's bouse

swer
was

Then he went away, sir,"
"Have you auy Idea where he went?"
The bartender hesitated for a mo
ment Tben: "Well. Colonel Todbunter," be said at last "I believe, from
the way he was talkln', that be weut

to see that girl, Lottie-May Doggett.
tbat the scandal's about now, sir. He
was drlnkln' pretty heavy, colonel, and
be talked pretty threatenin' abou£ Statu

Bangor News: Nature took a phenomenal streak In Skowhegan, which
J. H. Cruody
was discovered Tuesday.
has been busy for more than a week tryiog to get the water to run in bis aqueduct
pipe but without result until
a
found
maple root
Tueeday he
growing through the pipe which then
was two feet long and bad grown large
enough to fill the tbree-quarter-inch
pipe. A maple seed had sometime gone
into the pipe and had taken growth.

way. Colonel Todhunter."
"I'm powerful glad to hear It." commented the c-olouel. "Well, with Stam
Tucker not goln' Into town and not
stajln" at home and Tom Strickland
not knowin' where he'B to be found. I
reckon thine» are pretty tolerable safe
But dou't you fall to get
for tonight
Stam off on that Ashing Jaunt before

get

good

a man.

By Proving Property and paying Reason

Charges may have Said Horse
Which Was found In my Inclosnre Sun
The tractors and antes are possessing day je 3'd Inst Sanford Novem ye lltb
the land, but the demand for horse· al 1799
good prices was never more brisk. Sc
Henry Hamiltox
long as man remains on the earth he will Sanford November 13th, 1799
the
horse.
with
be in olcse intimacy
Stephen Hobba, Town Clerk.
abel

But the aero of danger Is that woman
The* «ay that the only place to make
ever
her
skirts sc
make
oowhidelsat iii« Ua-;ard; but w< will
have seen some barn-yards that Tronic tight she can't catch a man.—Atcblsoi
Qlobe.
make any self-reapecttng cow hide.

•

\

him."

"Tom," said Colonel Todhunter, al-

most pleadingly, "whatever way Stam
Tucker was killed he got one shot at
Ills own
the man that killed him.
weapon was a-layln' right at his hand
when they found him. and one bullet
bad been fired from It In God's name,
my boy. if you was that other man
you must hnve some sort of recollecIt's the
tion of the shootin' scrape.
truth I'm tryiu' to get at. Tom; the
truth of bow Stam Tucker came to his
death. If you killed him we've got to
know It, because the whole line of defense has got to be based on absolute
knowledge of the truth of whether ot
not it was you that shot and killed

tomorrow, Sim."
"I won't. Huh." promised Sim Bird
"I'll get him If I have
song earnestly
to drag him by the scruff o' the neck!"
Arising early the next morning
Colonel Tod hunter drew In a deep
breath of fresh air, grateful of soul.
"Thank the Lord!" he said to him"Stnrn Tucker's goue with Sim
self.
and the other Itoye. and we've got a
few days' breathln' time anyway be

daybreak

j

fore there's any further danger."
But even as Colonel Todhunter thus
spoke young Stamford Tucker lay
dead at home. He had been shot the
night iHifore. and Tom Strickland now
was held a prisoner In the little Nine

asked Colonel Todhunter. "Tell m<
Just when and bow you killed him."
"Colonel." replied Tom 8trickland

"I have uo recollection of killing Stan:
Tucker last night I don't even remem
ber meetlug hlm.H
"What do you mean by that?"
"I mean that 1 smarted out to m eel
Stam, and that it was my intention te
kill him If be didn't publicly tell the
truth about him and Lottie-May Dog
I ftla't clear ]n ga mlqrt M
fffN.

last mot In the Nineveh town square
and who now stowl at the door of her
After talking with h»r
little caltln.
some brief time be resumed his wav
Into town.
He met the Hon. William J Strlcnland at the entrance to the Nineveh
Jail. The father's face was gray with
anxiety. Colonel Todhunter held his
han4 with a grip of comforting friend

Lute Burroughs with his bosses, and
It keeps him over there most o* the

daytime."

"It ain't your grandfather, LottieMay," replied Colonel- Todhunter; 'It's

But 1 wish he
you I come to see.
was here, because I reckon I've got to
have a right plain talk with you, and
I'd rather Rafe was present while
we're a-ha\1n' it"
back suddenly.
shrank
The girl
"Then maybe you better call again."
she quickly suggested, uneasiness and
the hope of delay expressed In her
face. "It'll keep till some time when

lines*.
"The boy's In hell's own hole. Bill,"
be said. "But you and tue ΊΙ pull hi:n
out of It If we've got to bust the
breechln' doln' It. snh!"

he's home surely. Colonel Todhunter."
"No, Lottie-May, It won't That's
why I've come straight out to see you
after leavin" '»>m Strickland a prisonStam Tucker's
er In the Nineveh Jail.
been shot nml killed, and Tom's accus-

CHAPTER XII.
A Strange Cry Fiom Black Lip·.
Governor Leslie hurried to
Nineveh from St. Louis the
day following Colonel strick·
lie
lund'e own return home
came in response to an urgent telegraphic summons from the candidate,
whom he found in close conference
with Major Gentry Dryden. one of
Missouri's most famous criminal lawColonel Todhunter was with
yers.

OLD

ed of murderin' him. Lottie-May."
The girl gave a little cry. whitening
to the Hps. She stood facing the colonel with horror st^ken eyes.
Colonel
continued
"Lottie-May."
Todhunter. ••the time has come when
you must tell the truth about Tom
Strickland. Ills life is in danger, not
to s|»eak uf his Μη' disgraced through
what you said alx>ut him—and your
story caused him to be lookin' for
trouble with Stam Tucker—and we've
got to know the truth as to whether
It was him or Stam Tucker that you
had the right to accuse before everybody ut the party that night"
A sudden light of fiery venom leap-

them.
"We'll bring Tom through ail right.
governor." said Colonel Stricklund. although his worn and worried face tielled the brave words, "but lu the mean
time 1 thought it best to get you down
here so that I could strnlnhten myself
out In the matter of my campaign for
the nomination for governor with ns

ed into Lottie May Doggett's passionate eyes.
"It aiu't me that's to blame!" sht
cried. "Tom Strickland wanted to kill
Stam Tucker because he knew that

little delay

as

possible."

"What do you mean to do?" nsked
old Leslie.
"I m eau to withdraw from the nice,"
"I can't
replied Colonel Strickland.
run. carrying this weight of Tom's
It's got me lient rlulit now.
trouble.
I won't ask mv friends to make a

Stain Tucker would marry Miss Mary
Todhunter. your daughter, now that
she's got to throw him over. Ifs her
that's to blame for the kllllu', not me!"
Something came Into the girl's throat
that seemed to choke her. She threw
her hands up to her eyes and began

hopeless fight

"

"You'll stay right when» you are."
"You're not reenid Governor Leslie
sponsible for Tom's reckless folly, and
the Democratic voters in Missouri
won't hold you responsible
"The Yancey crowd will make it μ ρ
pear that the killing of Stain Tin ker
Colonel
a
was
political murder.'
"They're dotnir
Strickland answered

sobbing.

"IIo wa'H't thlnkln' about me at all!"
she cried brokenly. "And Stam Tucker didn't really care nothln* for me
neither. They was both of 'em thlnkln* about Miss Mary Todhunter. I ain't
nothln' but poor white trash in their
eyes, to be th'owed like a rag to one
And Tom Strickland knows I
side.
love him with all my heart and all
my soul!" Here her voice broke piti-

Their newspapers are hanIt already
dling the case alone that line They've
published the story of the quarrel be

got to remember everything you di<J
every minute of the time you say yoi
was out lookln' for Stnrn Tucker!"
Tom Strickland drew u deep breath
"It must have been me that killed
him," he said. "I was oil îuy way to
And who else wanted to kill
do It

hlmî But 1 can't remember anything
I'd be
about It. Colonel Todhunter.
glad If I could
Colonel Todbunter sat helpless for a
moment
Finally. "Did you go home
after the bote»· bar was closed?" be
asked
1 slept at tho hotel last
"No, sir

night."

"What time were you arrested?"
"About (i o'clock."
"Yesterday afternoon, when you had
been to Nick Bledsoe's barroom for the
llrst time, did you then go out to see
Lottie-May Doggrtt. as you told Nick

a-goin' to do?"
"Yes. sir
"Did you see her?"
I asked her to tell the
"Yes, sir
truth and acknowledge that I had
nothing to do with her disgrace. I
told her If she didn't I was going to
see Stain Tucker and make him do it

lQ.

totbepdloWHjuBt^^rt^a^t^

0VbeUL'i?r»trauk

bis blood will be

back aud shivered
if blie bad been struck. ».
ι he bard mocking light U-ap*.
ey«. and she
to ρ1βαββ
"what does It

la.?^y
she' scoffed'·

else kill him."
"What did s! e sny to that?"
"She laughed at me. That girl's a
She
she devil. Colonel Todbunter.
wouldn't even acknowledge to me that
she had lied In telling Mrs. Todbunter
She Just laughed."
what she did
"You jilso hinted to N'lc-k Bledsoe that
there was some serious trouble brewln'
betwepn you :ind Stam about Lottie
May, didn't you?"
"I believe I did. sir."

"And you told him you were bound
for Stnm Tucker'a when you left his
barroom last night7"
"I seem to remember saying something of the sort. Colonel Todhunter.
1 reckon I gave him a pretty good Inkling of the whole affair."
"The man you sent to tell mo of your
arrest says that 8tam Tucker's mother
and sister says that Stam left bis
home about the same time, accordln'

to Nick Bledsoe's story, tbat you left
Nick's place to go out there."
"It's likely, sir, that he was coming
in to meet me in answer to my letter."
'Tom, that would have brought you
and Stam Tucker together about half-

way between his home and the town."
"Yes, sir."
"And Stain's body was found beside
the road Just about halfway between
his home and the town.""
"I know it, colonel. The evidence
against me is about as complete as it
could be. unless somebody saw me kill

I wish tbey did. If I killed him.
It wouldn't look so much like a cold
blooded murder lu the dark then."
Colonel Todbunter went direct from
the Jail to the home of Lottie-May Doggett This time be found the girl there.
She met him with a defiant look In

Stam.

her eyes, but It seemed to Colonel Todhunter tbat there was something of
dread as well, and her manner, despite
a certain bravado, suggested a haunting fear.
"If It's grandfather you want to see.
Colonel Todhunter," she said, ber voice
not quite steady, "ho ain't at home
right now. % go( eomp work helplu'

•eml"

tween Tom and Stum Tucker the night
we opened ray campaign bere In Mut
of their tight la the barroom
Γ boy point out
the nest day.
KPb Tucker le my bitterest political
enemy and that be and hie eon were
working tomb and nail tor Stephen K.
Yancey and that thin political feud

A'u!|·'
Amount'to.

Colonel

,wo

^

8t"lrhey

can't Ignore the fact.· in the
In
retorted Governor Leslie
the flrst place, as 1 »^βΓβί"*
son himself doesn't know that
he who shot Stara Tucker. He β donna
to plead not gulUy. and the pn*«

^ ^a9
ltw«J

™bunt*r;t jjj
Strickland out

si μ κ s? «is
««m™^ deadly
trouble

for «m.·
, clear bis good »«« so*
straight and marry
Marv. That's whut 1 do-lf 1ID#
m®
to tell the story you all
tell and bo lift my ebame off η
Strickland and put It ou a dead ma

£>ur £»«
watjJ,
Jo

Btjm

I

you wns

or

"I'll m,k. MiMoor.h «ο hot t. hold

between Tomand
Tucker was the story to d by that l g
nett girl and its bearing upou th
rivalry for the hand of Mis» ΜηΓ?

SST^w,be
hunter

The Doggett story puts an en
"""1 be,ween
«.» τ»™? «*><"

'Tm°Mkli··

Lottie-Majrl"

Si

»?

>0" to tell tbe truth.
«U Colonel Todbunter:
I'm aaUlu' you <o tell ■»

the^nTgoing
..[dew
Γ,"

to get Htev« Yancey nom·
Tom Strickland's trial
ιηη1<κ1 jaslt that «J.
to perjure Ϊ0,ΙΓ """' "'
tbe Bible and tben swearlu to a TO I "1 thought this was «nui j
mean

That's where you are. m> ti

■

Mrs^

old the truth In what you said to
Todhunter about Tom Strlc an
But•iln't sot another word to saj.
didn't, for Cod's Hake tel it now.
Lottie-May. and help me and

If"*ou

.ice
'°r,n°«r^a
Colonel

had whiten*

acj

Todhunter eo suddenly
mutinied her with the fact that she

ae

be
St needs
Strickland «*—*£·££
a

«,

Mo me

®on «>.«
worked with me to put you In the
before I tell you any more
about that 1 want to ask you just one
question. Bill Strickland.
A moment of silence followed thi
Colonel Strickland held Go
words

I B^t

ernor

Leslie's eyes with bis

own

con^
P«»^ q"™you
murder
®j»mfor
^ ST rrcried'colone,

when 1i>e wm
Tom
And a 'Un.
on trial for his Hie.
ceeding this, her eyes hardened w«
the deadly rancor born of ber eecre

vlcted

want your son to be
of
the

of

How can you ask eue
Strickland.
Mrs. Todhunter the truth/· 8
Leslie turned to Major
she replied "What I told ber
^
to
be
tell a lie for Tom Strickland a sake l( Strickland's withdrawal from the cam

tb»igtold

Governor

ϊϋ,,η" to""tell-1 Alt

It wan t for Miss Mary Todbunter
hut 1 can't do It for ber. aad I won'tl
It ain't In inv Misai 1» let anothei wo
on mo to «et to tbe man I

Lu wa£
colonel Todhunter.
TtW r™ of '"laid

and yon and
a. well know
era
and for all! I *>< tbe same
Bhamc on me now that my o.o .er bad.
and I'm ber daughter, body
I

î'ote

έ?=Μίκ?5£
PU"nw™id^
tïe11 hblowD[issible

te
5e

rïLîit

wom

ir-t C.-T
now

to the de-

should strongly
c.one, Strand·.

arer

1

«·£-«"*2

Oolonol Todhunter looked at Lota
May PoCftett loua and «■»- «. you've got ,o
face was grave when be «»ke.
ten yoo «hat your St
"That's all 1 wanted to
And now
They authorized
about Lottie-May/* he soldI
··,, looks l»e 1 beon on »fool»«
rand, but I've done the test 1 cou
drawal as a candidate for the Demo·
Goodby. child, and you better thin
over what l'ee been aayto' to you after
I'm gone'
regard they may have for you. t «J
Oddly enough, a little eoh broke hfllleve that, even as matière u

ni

tOnfd^JOUstrickland

2 nlinTro^°wKTp^rsonal

™'°'ne

from the glri'i throat n» th«
Btaod. you're UM
spoke. The next moment. with one state and tliat you've still got a t*"
boehand fluttering nervously at
om. she closed the door behind him
Crossing the country road a lew
from the gate leading into the
yard, colonel Todbuntw
inenk to Auut Mirandy

her_

^

? T»»

HE CONTINUED

)

Grossmith and Irving.
'From
Mr. Weeden Grossmitli in
Ftudlo to Stage" tell» how li.· very
nearly spoiled his champs with .Sir
Henry Irving at the outset of his acting career. Mr. Grosstulth in his studio days was in demand for his •"imitations.** and at the rehearsal of this

play he was told that in his part of
Jacques Strop he must "imitate" the
gestures and so on of his master. Ma-

calre.
I rushed at It. hit the table and gave
them my regular, conventional ba<-k
drawing room imitation of the great
man himself.
Jogging my bead and
waving my hands in the air, I shouted.

"III. hi—er—er—landlord—er er why
the devil—er—er-don't you bring er-

er—er—refreshment—er—for
1 uever
—myself and—er—er—er"—
Fifty people on the
got any further.
er —some-

nga^.

n8

er.

[TO

it Tom Strickland » go-

fiUiV soT LottlfrMay.

to be pretty hot work. TodbuntYou may have more than one personal ditHculty on your bauds before
you get through with it"
"We needn't talk about that feature
of It, Governor Leslie." said Colonel
Todhunter. "There won't be uo trouble 'less'n some o' the Yancey crowd
object to a man's talkln' straight from
We've Just about got
the shoulder.
time uow for a llgbtulu' finish ou Ihe
stump, takln' It for granted that I'm

going

Strickland In Missouri

ssï^S 7ehand
u,

newsp:i|K>rs and the Yancey speakers
distorting the truth of this case
against Tom Strickland to make It look
like a political assassination. And It's
are

sub. and I'll be eternally condemned
if we ain't a goin' to do it too!"
Wherefore the following morning
Colonel Todhunter started out in ι lie
lead of the forlorn hope that was to
make the last stand for Colonel Bill

5£~SH"5=H!
J
iï we don't get

Strickland withdraw. Just exactly why
he himself won't do any more campaigning for the nomination and Just
exactly why and where the Yancey

"I don't want to get back here before
then 'less'n I could be of some use to
Tom Strickland." said rColonel Toilhunter. a sudden husklness In tils
throat as his eye* fell on Colonel Bill
"The main
Strickland's hxggard face
thing 1 want Is to give the Vancey
crowd a fight they wasn't esp<*< tin

hunter!"
"Tom Strickland's got Just one chance

Pi;; down In
Staui Tucker Inst night
your uilnd, Torn. My God. boy. you've

wou't ask iinything bettei-n to net out
em alive
the stump and skin
They're crowdln' old Bill Strickland to
the wall because they think they've
got him foul, and Bill's friends have
got to stand by hiui closer'u ever.
I'll
Turn me loose on 'em, Leslie.
make Mlzzoorah too hot to bold 'em!"
Old Governor Leslie smiled ominously. "We've made arrangements to that
"1 knew
end. Todbunter." he replied
We waul
Just how you'd feel about it
you to tell the Democrats of Missouri
Just exactly why we wouldn't let

on

elections."

ed at him mockingly.
"You've come here to make me help
yon to cet Tom Strickland out o' danain't you. Colonel Todhunter?
ger,
You're Just like all the rest of 'em. I'm
settled and done for. I'm dirt under
l ran help
you all's feet. But uiajoe
save Tom Strickland It I tell the right
sort of a story—that's it. ain't It?
Well, I ain't goiu' to do it. Colonel Tod-

"The time ha· come when you must
tell the truth about Tom Strickland."

We're going to d<<
you from now on
Pod
Colonel
on
best man to leno
what you seem disposed to call a for
lorn hope."
-Now you're talkln'. euh!" broke In
Colonel Todhunter, his grim old face
"I
illght with the lust of battle.

ivorry about that
all the fighting for
and we've picked
bunter here as the

to reach all parts of the state,
the sooner I start tue better."
"You start tomorrow. Colonel Todhunter." resiRindod old Governor Ια·η"We've already made the speaklie.
ing appointments for you, and I've pit
the list of towns and dates right here
with me. It's a devilish big contract,
sir, and you won't get back here until
Just a few days before the primary

world! Well. I've done said my say,
and you all got to take It for the truth
8tam
whether you're wlllln' or not
Tucker's dead and gone, but that ain't
a-goin' to clear the way for Tom Strickland to marry Miss Mary Todhunter.
I've told her mother the truth, and you
and Mrs. Todhunter can't let her marry
Tom Strickland with the blame for my
ruination restln' on his good name."
She threw back her head and laugh-

e

and by
Ihe awful charge against him,
the time his trial's ended the campaign
ivill be over too."
"Not quite." answered Governor Les
"But if that was the
He. unmoved.
rase It wouldn't muke any difference.
Uod knows you're Justified In sticking
to Tom through thick and thin, to the
finish and regardless of all other de
I wouldn't wipe
mands upon you.
ot
my feet on you If you were capable
So don't yon
jolng anything else.

so

Then, "And he wouldn't ha' known
anything about Stam Tucker's makin'
love to me if I hadn't told him myselfl

you accused himof a
ha' been laid at Stan» lutker

here end now that compared with
Tom'· safety I don't care what incomes of my chances In the campaign
I'm going to stay right here and move
heaven and earth to clear my eon of

expected

fully.

Yet he don't think nothln' about melt's only how he can clear his own
skirts by loadln' the blame on Stam.
And if he killed him he killed him for
your daughter Mary's sake, out o' Jealousy, and nothln' else in the wide

η

heroism performed
veh Jail accused of his murder.
three years ago, Rodney Albert Perry,
A messenger bearing these dreadful
and
Mrs.
son
of
Mr.
the fifteen-year-old
arrived as the colonel stood on
Everett Albert Perry of Alton, has re- tidlriirs
fresh
ceived from the Carnegie Hero Com- the front jjallery enjoying the
Πο came from
mission not only a medal but an appro- ness of the inornlug.
priation of 12000, wbich is for a college Tom Strickland himself.
Colonel Todhunter received the news
training. Albert B. Collins, another Alton boy, was orossing the ice on Round
In silence, his gray brows bent until
his
Pond when it gave beneath
weight, his eyes were but two glints of metaland he might have drowned had not
lic blue pray beneath, his grim lips set
As the
his
assistance.
to
Perry gone
In an Inflexible line.
two boys, chilled to the bone, were mak"Tell Tom I'll he with him right
ing their way toward the shore, the ice
again gave way—and again Perry after a sway,' he said at the story's compte
desperate struggle, succeeded in saving tlon. "And tell him to keep his cour
his weaker companion. Rev. Charles age up-I'm going to do everything 1
Kenney, who happened to be preaching can for him."
Practical.
College of Agriculture b
in Alton, brought the matter to the atNevertheless the colonel's own heart
Fourteen bushels per acre increase in tention of the Carnegie Commission,
was heavy for Mary's soke, for Tom's
a
secured
be
could
by
corn
of
above
result.
with
the
yield
dire peril and knowing well that It
farmer in Van Wert county if he would
Mrs. Fidelia Marr, Solon's oldest resi- would all come near to breaking the
change the variety of seed planted. This
her
96th
birthobserved
dent,
recently
conducted
test
was shown by a variety
heart of Colonel Bill Strickland, his
a very pretty, large,
on this farm last summer by a student day by finishing
But It was no time to
the work wholly of her own lifelong friend
in the College of Agriculture. His test braided rug,
in less than two weeks sit In cold Judgment upon Tom's sin
of a number of varieties showed that hands, completed
about the housework The boy must receive all the help that
should conditions another year be the besides helping
She lives with her wa« In the power of mortal man to
same as they were during the past sea- nearly every day.
Mrs. Abbie Russell. Active, give
son, the use of his highest yielding varie- daughter,
with keen Interest in passing
Halting a moment at the Nlnpveb
ty would give the increase named above. intelligent,
It ia not given to many to reach
Of coarse, conditions never are exactly events,
hotel to send a telegram to the Hon.
with
so
few
faculties
advanced
this
age
alike for two years in succession so that
William J. Strickland, now hlmsell
She looked forward with
the practioal result of changing to the unimpaired.
northern Missouri,
the winter for the campaigning in
bettor adapted variety would probably ltapatience through
of warm weather, so she "could Colonel Todhunter then hurried to the
not be to increase the yield as much as coming
However, do the milking," but in this she was JalL The moment his eyes fell on Tom
fourteen bushels every year.
her daughter, Mrs. Rosit seems fair to suppose that a very diiappointed by
Strickland's face he knew that the lad
who at the age of 70, since the
profitable increase would be had. The eell,
had been drinking heavily. The two
her
husband
death
of
a
bas
year
diago,
student who did this work under the
clasped bauds and stood facing each
her
farm.
She
cares for her
managed
the
of
McCall
G.
rections of Prof. A.
At last the colonel
other in silence.
va- stock, does the milking, and with octhat
concludes
Agricultural College,
a few days' work done,
spoke.
casionally
hiring
the
to
valae
of
are
tests
great
riety
her entire farm work; always has a
"Tom," he said, *1 want to tell you
farmer and should be more utilized in does
and Is a successful poultry at the start that I'm goln' to accept
Ohio. Experiments of this kind are fine garden,
raiser.
every word you say as gospel, and I
frequently conducted by students and
Town Clerk Roscoe C. Butler, who want you to tell me the whole truth
graduates of the College of Agriculture
and prone very beneficial to the com- has taken up the prodigious task of Then while we're waltlu' for your famunities in which they are carried on as typewriting the Sanford town records ther to
get here I'll know better what
well as to the experimenters themselves. from the first town meeting to date,
do In beglnnln* arrangements foi
to
"
of
—News letter of the Ohio College
finds some mighty "interestin' readin'
You must tell me th«
defense.
in some of the old books. The follow- your
Agr.
ing ia a fair sample of spelling fonnd In God's truth, my boy."
Tom Strickland's plucky eyee, ug
the records of tbe early days of the
A man worked half a day after he betown:
flickering, though still bloodshot from
his
fall
scrubbing
plowhis
plowing,
gan
A Stray
overnight drinking, held those of the
share to get it to sconr. He sweated
Taken up in the Field of tbe Subscribspeaker in a level elance
and said things that are not lawful for s
er a hors of a pall redlsh Coller With
Bat if he had worked
"I'll tell you the truth, colonel," be
man to ntter.
mixture
of
White
hairs
Some
a
Whitish
half aa bard to clean np bis plow aftei
answered. "I won't vary from It by ι
and
White
face
Boath
Main
fore
and
feet
he
he got through using it that spring,
tbe off Hind foot White his Back much hair If I know It"
would have bad a brighter plowshare,
"How did tbe mectln' between yoi
about fourteen bands High Said
Galled
furrow
better
a
turned
he could have
Horse apears to be very old tbe Onnei and 8tam Tucker come about Tom?·
ai
time·
ten
been
have
would
and be
r»f

your gun tellcboy) If you bad bad.a
shootin' scrape durin' that time your
weapon would have said so—a man
In your condition, with this difficulty
settled, wouldn't have reloaded bis gun.
What Ux was yours in. Tom?"
"That was the first thing the deputy
sheriff looked at when he placed me
under arrest," said Tom Strickland,
"Colonel
his eyes dumbly perplexed.
Todhunter, one chamber of my pistol
I reckon I must surely
was empty
have met Stam on the road and killed

"He ain't gonr into town, i-vium··.
He told me that he had an entrajre
nient to call on η young lady, bo he
wouldn't be at home anyway If Tom
came there lookin' for him, and. besides. he Buys he'll do most anything
to prevent trouble Just at this time.
Fies as anxious to get away on that
flshln' frolic as we are to have him

About the State.

deed

with him?"
"Yes, sir: 1 had my pistol on me."
"Well, then-well. then. Tom—when
you were arrested this mornin' after
Stam Tucker's body was found on tho
side of the road halfway between his
home and the town, what story did

He's Just got a
Colonel Todhunler
note from Tom Strickland tellln* him
to come Into town toulght If he don't
want to have serious trouble at his
own home Instead, so it's plain tbat
Tom Stricklaud's on the warpath, sub
"What's Stam Tucker goin' to do?"

accepted.

a

memory. 1 was drinking bard. Colonel
Todhunter. and that's all there is to it
1 started drinking because I bad lostwell. 1 dldu't care what happened to
me, sir." Tom concluded.
"You were armed, of course, when
rou went to meet Stam and have It out

Neither the girl nor
Doggett's place
Return
her grandfather was at borne
lug Into Nineveh he encountered Sim
Rirdsong, who wore uu anxious face.
"I've Just seen Stam Tucker, mih!"
cried Sim. "We aren't a Oit too soon
in layin' our plans to prevent trouble.

To non-residents of Maine the price is 20
cents wbich roust be sent in coin or
other currency. Postage stamps are not

For

This much I remember, and
named
Γτβ got a confused recollection of wandering about the edge of town, but the
first thing I remember with any distinctness after leaving Nick Bledsoe's,
Is finding myself in the Nineveh hotel
Whatever
barroom drinking again.
happened l>etween is gone from my

Tucker, and It seemed to me tbat the
two things was counected In some way
-bis trouble with Statu and bis trouI'm ludlned to think
ble with the girl
there's a difficulty lirewiu'. colonel!"
Leaving the barroom, Colonel Tod
hunter drove directly out to old Kafe

wiiMiu·

How many of the nature-wise folk
know that a fox will tackle a house cat?
queries the Ellsworth American. Mrs.
Lois Trueworthy, of West Ellsworth,
lookiDg from the window early one
morning recently, saw a fox in close pursuit of a big coon-cat. The fox could outrun the cat, but each time the fox overtook her, the cat would turn and use her
claws. This would cause the fox to
jump back, and the cat would speed way
for a few yards until the fox again overtook her. Several times this waa repeated, until the cat finally gained a safe
The fox followed
retreat under a barn.
her to the baro, and reluctantly gave up
the chase.

Colonel

!

Circular No 471, a revised edition
ita bulletin entitled "Method· of Poultry Management at the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station." Thle bulletin was formerly issued as Farmers' Bulletin No. 357 of the United States Department of Agriculture. The present
revision (Circular No. 471) displaces
Farmer·' Bulletin 357 which has become
obsolete. It is the purpose of Circular
No. 471 to give to poultry keepers a
clear and concise outline of the results
of many years' practical experience in
keeping and raising poultry in connection with the investigations in poultry
breeding at the Maine Experiment Station.
which comprises 70
The circular,
pages and has 20 Illustrations, opens
with a section on "Poultry Hygiene and
Sanitation." In this section are discussed the sanitation and hygiene of the
poultry bouse, including methods of
cleaning, disinfection, the home making
of disinfectants, the importance of fresh
air and light, etc. Under hygiene of
feeding are discussed the importance of
the purity of food given to poultry, the
need for green food and for pure clean
drinking water. The maintenance of
land on which poultry run in a clean and
sweet condition, exercise, external parasites, disposal of dead birds and the isolation of eickness are other toploe discussed.
The next section deale with the selection of breeding etock, and gives in
concise form some suggestions as to how
the results obtained at the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station in its long
continued investigations on breeding for
egg production may be applied practically. A discussion of the rearing of
chickens follows. The raising of chickens by
natural processes is discussed
first. This is followed by sections on
artificial incubation and brooding. Under the latter topic are described the
brooder houses used at the Station, and
detailed working drawings are given for
the building of a fresh air brooder which
has been in successful operation for several years at the Maine Station.
Considerable space is given to the important subject of feeds and feeding.
This section of the circular begins with
methods of
an account of the different
feeding youog chickens which have been
tested at the Station. Following this in
separate sections are given detailed account· of the methods used for feeding
different classes of birds throughout life,
Including the feeding of chicks on the
range, the fattening of cockerel·, the
feeding of the laying pullets, and of the
breeding stock during the breeding seaA section on the preparation of
son.
green sprouted oats describes the methods which have been employed with
great success for the growing of this valuable food. The section on the housing
of bens gives detailed working drawing·
and specifications for the building of
curtain-front houses like those in use at
the Maine Station. In regard to housing there is an important modification of
the plans as given in this circular from
those previously advised in Farmers,
Bulletin 357. The Station no longer recommends the house 20 feet wide, but
instead returns to the house 10 feet wide
which long experience has shown to be
more satisfactory than the wider house.
A discussion of the vermin question
•hows how to make at a very small cost
and a
an extremely efficient lice powder
lice paint to be used on the roost board·,
nests, etc. This is followed by descriptions with detailed direction· for building the trap nests used at the Station.
A copy of Circular 471 will be sent to
any resident of Maine upon request to
as

to wlnit hnpitened after I left Nick
1 got to drinking
Bledsoe's barroom.
there, thinking while I was waiting for
Stum Tucker to keep an appointment
that i Hindi' liv letter, and 1 got tired
waiting for Stam to show up, so I started out to go to hie house, seeing as bow
he wouldn't come to the place 1 had

ln"BS°kgood
(airly

with Z2&-S2-

oSonel

!-M

/v* **-

Btage collapsed, some with fear, others
with laughter. Never had such a thing
been knowu within the sacred walls of
the Lyceum. The late Ilarry Loveday.
the stage manager, turued pale with
fright. The great chief glared at me
for a moment with eyes dilated and

then gave me a push, saying. "Stupid
fellow!" Ile practically pushed me off
the stage.

It Happened In China.
An American cummeu-ial traveler
who was in China m oil aitoi the down,
fall of the empire was approm lied one
Jay by a Chlnaninn. who told him. in
fairly good English, that he li.id a

brick of pure silver, welghliitr thirty
pounds, which had been looted troiu
one of the government snbtrva«urie*
during a riot The Chinaman explained that to only an American would he
trust the secret and said (hat lie \oiild

sell the silver for a sum which amount
ed to £5 in our money.
Not being one who would look «ucli a
gift horse in the mouth, the American
promptly paid the #;"> and took posses
siou of the silver bar.
Soon after, being In nonskonj: and
wishing to test the value of his purchase. the American took the sliver
bar to a Chinese assayer and asked for
Its weight.
The pigtailed savant of the scales
tested the metal, weighed It

carefully

then remarked laconically, "He
weigh lead."—Chicago Kccord-Hera'.ii.

and

"Numny Dumny."

In his "Hljchways and Byways In
Devon and Cornwall" Arthur H. Norway tells of a fragment of antiquity
that still "lingers In the neighborhood
of Hedruth, where the country people
when they think they see a ghost say,
•Numny dumny!'" and he adds, "I
leave the riddle to be solved by any
one who is curious enough to undertake a useful piece of practice in un-

raveling the corruption of language."
The phrase Is probably a corruption
of "In nomine Domini," the Latin for
"In the name of the Lord," a phrase so
familiar in the devotion of the middle

ages.—Exchange.
The Explanation.
"Why is it that some young

men

get

much faster in the world than
"
others? It must be pure luck
"No. I rather think it Is because
while some are always ready to accept
positions, others go out and look up
od

so

Jobs."—Exchange.

Homer Indeed.
"You talk as- If your friend was ■
greater poet than Homer."
"Homer!
Well, say, if Percy had
tackled that Homer stuff he'd have
made It rime!"—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

West Paris.
The Fourth passed very quietly. The
boys celebrated Thursday night by the
the
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL usual arrangement of articles around
village and blowing horn· and firecrackSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ers, but no heavy cannons were fired or
bells rang to disturb the peace. During
the day a few people were out of town,
Parte HOI.
there was a Rood
First
Church, Hev. G. W. F. Hill, pas- and Friday evening
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Noye· Drug Store
Norway,
stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Ilucktleld,
Mrs Harlow, Poet Ο Ο ce.
Paris Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
S JEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

You Need a Carrtage Umbrella.
The Shaw Business College.
Cut Flowers and Plants.
Blue Stores.
Cool Wearables
I. L. Merchant A Co.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Wanted.
Signals of Distress.
For Sale.
Lost.
Lost.
Lost.
Downle A Whee'er Circus.

A State "Election" In September.
with precedent, tbe
In accordance
last legislature did not get through it*
session without presenting some amendments to the state constitution to be
Accordingly,
submitted to the people.
not only art» the voters of the Third Con-1
gressional District to be called upon to 1
go to tbe polls on the 8th of September,
to till ι he vacaucy caused by the d<«atli
of Congressman Forrest Goodwin, buta
state wide election will be held on the j
for tho voters to register
same day,
their will on two proposed amendments
to the slate constitution. These two
questions axe stated thue:
Shall the constitution be amended as
proposed by a resolution of th* Lfgisla
ture providing for the classitication
property for purposes of taxation ?

j

of]

Shall the constitution be amended as
proposed by a resolution of the legislature permitting amendments to tbe constitution to be voted upon at
elections ?

j

regular]

peculiarity of our system
publicity that though much expense
It is a

of
is

incurred by tbe state in tbe endeavor to
place the public laws passed by the legislature as nearly as possible in the
hands of every citizen of tbe state, before those laws go into effect, there is no |
gpecille provision for making public the
text of amendments to tbe constitution, I
so that those amendments frequently are
voted upon by a large number of the
citizens without their
knowing
thing more about them than is contained
in tbe brief abstract which appears on j
the ballot.
There is therefore so far as the Demo-1
crat knows no copy of the text of these |
The Democrat
resolutions available.
bas never seen one and can at present
give no farther information regarding
them than is contained in the abstracts
as above.
The second one, however, needs little |
exposition. Until a few years since all
amendments were submi:ted to tbe people at tbe regular election following the
session. Xot long ago an amendment
was adopted providing tbat these amendments shoald be voted upon at a special
election in September following the session. The principal argument for
was that by this means tbe amendments j
would be removed from the political influences which might affect them if voted upon at the regular election, and
would be judged more carefully od theii
merits. Tbe consequence has been that
every legislature has proposed amendments, and instead of having biennial
elections, we have had an "election"
every year. Under the proposed amend
ment, the old order would be restored,
and the vote on amendments would be
(or perhaps might be) deferred until the
regular election in the following year.
As to the tirst amendment proposed,
no definite statement can now be made
as to its provisions.
It is also expected that at tbe
date a referendum vote will be taken on
the public utilities commission bill passed by tbe legislature last spring. The
required number of petitions b.ts not
yet been signed, but an active cmvas*
has been carried on, and it is thought
tbat the necessary petitions will be iu
before the bill becomes a law by time

any-[

this]
]
]

samej
|
|

]
]

limit.

Mere and There.
That is a rather peculiar explanation
of the recent Lawrence accident io
which eleven boys lout their live*, which
is given by a city official. He says it
wa^t not due to any fault of constiuction,
but wih because "too many boys crowdSome fourteen
ed to the runway."
years ago there was an accident io
Maine where twenty people lost their
lives by the breaking of a ferry slip, and
those who were on the slip when it
broke can testify that it was packed a*
solidly as people coold be crowded together on it. But no oue ever heard of
the railroad wh:ch was responsible put
ting up tbe argument that there wete
"too many people" on the slip.
Women's skirts are to be scanter, say
the decrees of the natioual association of
women's tailors. Tbe answer to that is
easy. They can't.
AIsj there is another feature to the

parcel post business that is "popular
with the people." Ordinary stamps can
now be used, as well as the special
oblong all-alike kiud, which wdl be retired when the preseot stock ia used up.

Baptist
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. display of fire works bsok of the villsge
Sunday School at IS. Sabbath evening service on the hill in A. C. Perham'e pasture. A
at 7 3b.
Prayer Meeting Thursdav evening Jit
number of the citizens contributed
7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before large
All to the expense of the fireworks, so there
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. was a much better display than usual.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Marshall and
The new clubhouse tod grounds of
daughter Elizabeth of Burlington, Vt.,
the Paris Bill Country Club were opened are
guests of Mrs. Marshall's mother,
The first game of golf
on the Fourth.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke.
was played at about five o'clock in the
New
Hiss Elisabeth Campbell of
morning by some of the most enthuslaa-1 Haven, Conn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
tic members of the early rising brigade.
C. H. Bates.
In the afternoon the new club house was
E. D. Stilwell and family were with
thrown open to the public for inspection.
friends at Lewiston during the Fourth
the
served
were
refreshments
by
Dainty
uf July recess.
Greene Committee assisted by other
Mrs. Elmer E. Tuell and son Ivan and
members of the Club and a general soMaud of Walpole, Mass., are
cial time enjoyed by ft large number of daughter
at C. E. Chase's.
members and guests all of whom are guests
Mrs. Lynn Rowe has been the guest of
much pleased at the general attractfriends in Portland during the week.
iveness of the place. Besides an ideal
Mr. and Mrs. Chus. Aldrich are visiting
small club house the club baa about
relatives in Portland and Walpole, Mass.
thirty-five acres devoted to a nine-hole
H. W. Dunham has returned from a
golf-course and as fine tennis and cro- few
days' visit with his brothers at
the
in
found
quet courts as can be
Brattleboro and Bellows Falls, Yt. His
and
of
membership
State. The price
S. W. Dunham, returned home
annual dues is made lower than in most father,
with him, after a visit of several weeks
of
atview
a
with
kind
this
of
clubs
Brattleboro
at Greenfield, Mans., and
tracting members, and as low as can be and Bellows Falls, Vt.
done and maintain the property. Guest
R. T. Flavin received his appointment
tickets for non-residents can be obas postmaster under the new administained from the Secretary at nominal tration
has
Flavin
Wednesday. Mr.
prices.
friends who
congratulate him
Mrs. Charles L. Case and Miss Mary C. many
his good luck. C. L. Ridlon, the
Case arrived at the summer home here upon
retiring
postmaster, has filled the office
last week. Miss Adelaide Case has gone
to everybody concernsatisfactorily
very
and
abroad with her brother Frederick,
and has a host of friends who apwill not be at Paris Hill until later in ed,
preciate the efficient service that has
the season.
been rendered through the past four
Charles K. Case and family arrived
and wish him the beet of success
here Friday and opened their summer years,
in his new business.
borne for the season.
Dr. F. E. Wheeler attended the Maine
Ruth Keudall of Brookliue,
Miss
Medical Association at Portland WedBosof
Maes., and James L. ThompHon
nesday and Thursday.
Ion, are guests at Mrs. Thompson's.
Mrs. D. A. Ball weut to Ferry B.!ach
The Gardner (Mass ) News of June
to superintend the opening of
Saturday
item
27th has the following
regarding the
aud Underwood, which are
Quillen
of
D
Olive
CyMis«
Ripley >e, daughter
Since the
and owned by the Universallsts.
rus L. Doe formerly of this village
of the Universalist meetings at
The item is opening
now of Cambridge. Mass.:
Beach this hotel has only been
liken from the Templeton news and Ferry
used during the season of the meetings,
reads: "The Templeton Inn orchestra
but this year it is proposed to use it as a
Is expect, d to arrive the first of next
fresh air medium for those able to pay
week
The music this season will be in
The
moderate prices for board.
charge of Miss Olive Ripley Doe of Cam- only
will bear the rest of the
Universalists
most
is
one
of
the
charming
bridge, who
violinists that has ever visited Temple- expenses.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day entertaine I tho
She played with the orchestra the
ton.
Ilappy-Go-Lucky whist club Tuesday
hst few weeks of la«t season."
in honor of one of its former
It was a quiet Fourth. The boys de- evening,
members, Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell, of Walpole,
serve the greatest credit for placing the
Mass. Refreshments of ice cream, cake
omfort of the sick above their own deand crackers were served.
sire to celebrate. The bells were uot
The Good Will Society held a lawn
Mug and very little noise was made.
at the residence of Lewis M. Mann
The day was taken up mostly by base- party
An excellent supper was
ball. In the forenoon Paris Hill played Wednesday.
served at 6:30, and ice cream and cake
the
from
a
team
picked up
against
the
evening. The evening's
farms south east of the village and during
consisted of solos by Miss
programme
vilThe
as
Mountain.
Streaked
known
Alice E. Barden, piano duets Laura Willage team won by a score of fourteen to
lis and Lilla Young, also Miss Lane and
five. In the afternoon· the annual game
Alice Barden; piano solo, Mrs. Bowley;
between the married and eiogle men was
by the children, readings by Mrs.
played on the commun. The eiogle songs
E. J. Mann, Mrs. P. C. Mayhew, Mrs. A.
men, encouraged by victories in past
D. Swift, Mrs G. W. Ridlon. A very
years, are said to bave claimed abont
time was enjoyed.
everything previous to this game, but, pleasant wife of
George G. Tuell, died at
Lora,
alaf, it was not to be.
They went down
her home about one mile from this vilto defeat to the· tune of nineteen to
4th. Mrs. Tuell
twelve, and now it is the married men lage, Friday night, July
birth to a little daughter a few
who have engaged larger bat bands and gave
hours before her death, which, coupled
liniment to batb their lameness.
with Bright's disease caused her sad
Mrs. Ernest Hill of Brockton, M iss., is
She was the daughter of Wilthe guest of Dr. M. M. Houghton for the death.
liam Stevens of Paris. lier mother died
summer.
She married Fred SteMr. and Mrs. Clarence Hallett of Bos- many years ago.
to them was
vens of North Paris, and
ton are guests at Mrs. Ε. H. Jacket's
After Mr. Steven*'
I be shower of Sunday afternoon that born one son, Floyd.
G.
she
married
Tuell, and
death
George
gave Franklin county, the northern and
two daughters, Margaret, aged 3 years,
eastern part of Oxford county a good
and the infant of 1 day were the fruit of
wetting, did not extend to Paris Hill and
this union. Mrs. Tuell was a kind, amiSouth Paris.
and was respected by all
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Staples of able woman,
knew her. The family have the
Portland, who have been guests at the who
Hubbard House for several summers, ar- sympathy of the commnnity.
Miss Minnie Lane accompanied Mrs.
rived there Saturday for the season.
Ball to Ferry Beach to remain for
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. S. Doe of Portland D. A.
a week.
are guests of relatives in this village.
Miss Maud Bates of Rochester, N. □.,
Mrs. Haviland of New York is with
of her uncle, Lewis C. Bates,
her daughter. Mrs. Charles E. Case, for is the guest
and
family.
the month of July.
A very pleasant family reunion was
Robert York Is visiting his ancle and
with Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Brown on
cousins at East Summer for a few days. held
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Cyrus Rideout of South Weymouth, Friday, consisting
EI. Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Mass., is a guest of his sister, Mrs. RobBrown of Rumford Falls, and Mr. and
ert York, for a few days.
F. Dunham of Lynn, Mass.
In the Red and Blue coutest conducted Mrs. Will
Messrs. Brown and Danham returned to
during the secood quarter of 1913 in the
their home Monday, and Mrs. Dunham
Baptist Sunday School the reds won by
will remain for about
50 points. Alice Curtis was captain of and Mrs. Brown
tbe reds and Roy Hammond was lieuten- two weeks.
and
Dexter Gray
family spent the
Charlie Hammond was captain of
ant.
Mrs.
the hi nés and Mvra Hridffham lieuten- Fourth with Mrs. Gray's mother,
Emeline Bicknell.
ant.
Dr. Augus'usS Thayer of Portland
in town Saturday to see Mrs. Marble, who ban been quite ill for several
days. Mrs. Marble is improving now.
Mr and Μ γη Jarvis M. Thayer entertained Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall and
and Mr.
daughter of Burlington, Vt
and Mrs. Clarence S'.earns of West Paris
on tbe Fou tb.
J. Eugene Hammond aud wife of Auburn were guest* at H. P.Hammond'»
over tbe Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and son of Biddeford aud Mrs. Loring of Portland are
guests at Mies Melleu's.
There will be a meeting of tbe Paris
Hill Fire Department and all citizens interested in tire protection for tbe village
at tbe schoolbouse on Tuesday evening
of this week. A full attendance is desired as matters of importance to all
property owners will be presented for
discussion.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Shaw of Au
burn were the guests of Mark P. Shaw
an·) family over the Fourth.
Miss Cara D. Cooper, wbo recently
purchased ''Crossroads" of Mrs. Snow,
returned to Paris Hill Saturday and is
occupying lier new borne here.
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House:
Walter A. Larrabee, Boston.
W. P. Carr, Hartford, Conn.
James H. Campbell, Manchester, Ν. H.
Mrs. C. L. Case. Miss Mary Case, New York.
F Β. Lorlnic, Portland.
an ! Mrs. C. B. Dickey,
Mrs. T. A. Foster, M
Mr. and Mrs. Edwanl P. Staple·, Mr. and Mrs.
I
l'ortian
Constant Southworth.
«vas

Mr. ami Mrs. C E. Case. Miss Case and Mrs
UavUaml, New York.
Miss Cara D. Cooper, Paris Hill.

Mr. Wm. M. WhlUUen
His Honor, tbe Mayor
Frank P.
The (>ran<l Hotel
T»e Trunk Hotel
Cbtl'tren's Hospital
L. F Dow
Frauk Cleaves
White Mts. View Farm
Frank Cleaves, cart
Mrs. Elisabeth Richardson, card

Manley

Coal dealers in Providence are explainCaroline P. Harlow, P. M.
to their customers who want to buy
coal at the early season prices that they
West Sumner.
have difficulty supplying it, because the
Deaconess
Humphreys, together with
operators prefer to hold the coal for the her
mother, sister and two maid·, has
higher price· later in tbe season. Now
do you ask if nothing is to be done about arrived at Kyemoor for the summer.
Kev. and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill of Paris
the matter? Most certainly something is
the Geo. C. Wests and
to be done. The government Is going Hill are visiting
other friends in this place.
to "investigate" it.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Scudder of Livermore are
ia
at
the
increase
complaining
Bangor
spending tbe week-end with W. R.
of ber tax rate within ten years. In Glover.
that time the citj'a valuation has In
Mrs. Lottie Kennedy and two children
creased about 40 per cent or from of Lewlston are at A. G. Farrar's.
916,000,000 to $24,000,000. The Increase
Mr. and Mr*. Horatio Chandler "are
in appropriation for the decade, howmaking a two weeks' visit with their son
ever, bas been 73 per cent—from 1337,385 Frank at the old home
place.
Meantime the population
to 1684,000.
Ralph Vining of Abington, Mas·., acbaa increased only about 16 per cent., or
two
made atrip
friends,
companied by
from 21,830 to 24,803. And yet Bangor's
through here by motorcycle, stopping a
la
is
of
not
but
that
unique,
experience
couple of daya with hie sister, Mra. Chat.
alrnoet every municipality.
A. Barrows.

Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Stetson and the
Although the man on tbe street may families of M. C. Barrows, Chas. A. Barthe
of
have only a superficial knowledge
rows, Walter M. Chandler and Harry E.
Balkan situation, it ia evident to him Pnlsifer, held a picnic at Sbagg Pond on
after
tbe
Balkan
that
states,
challenging tbe Fourth.
tbe wonder and admiration of the world
io tbe way tbey have united and defeatEut Waterford.
ed a supposedly superior foe, are now
A Finn minister with his family is
tryiog, by disseoslons if not actual con- spending bis vacation on the Gibson
dict among themselves, to destroy all
services ire held at the
that tbey have gained; and tbey will be place. Religious
houses of tbe Finns in the vicinity.
very likely to accomplish tbat if per
James Morse took Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
mitted to do so. Also it la clear tt*t
Mclntire and Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Mclninterference by the "powers" is a ticktire to Anburn the 28th to attend the
lish business.
meeting of the Androscoggin Cow Testing Association, which was held at
Which Only He Can Appreciate.
Charles Cusbman's. Tbey report a very
(Ohio State Journal.)
fine time.
Even an editor has bis simple pleasMrs. S. S Hall and little boy are In
unfortunate
as
such
typoseeiug
ures,
Portland for a few days.
in o'her papers, for inerrors
graphical
Elmer Henley of North Waterford
stance.
took a party of boys from this place
around the White Mountains the 4tb.
A· a result of burns from ber clothing
The Mclntire families spent the 4th at
cstchmg tire, Miaa May Monroe of New their cottage at
Pappoose Pond.
at Vassar
of

English

the 28ih ult., at the
at Bailsummer cottage of her mother
ey'· Island. Mise Monroe was 30 year·

of age.

fields.

North Buckfield.
Mm. Melissa Cressey and Roger Clapp
are in the place for the sommer.
Superintendent of Schools Merle
Sturtevant attended the state institute
for school superintendents at Castine.
David Record received news Saturday,
the 23tb, of the death of his brother,
Jonathan Record, of Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. Record was 78 years old, and a
former resideut of Buckfield.
Marion D >hle and sister, Mrs. Ida
Brooks, of Charlestown, Mass., are visiting their cousin, Mrs. Florence Hoald.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Heald took an
auto trip to Bridgton Friday to visit

relatives, returning Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Knickerbocker, who is spending the summer at Paris Hill, preached
at Grange Hall the past two Sundays.
Adrian Holmes left

Monday for Orono,

is to attend the summer ecbool
Advertised letters and carde in Paris where be
at the University of Maine.
poet office July 1st:

ing

York, a teacher
College, died on

Rut Sumner.
Mrs. Irish and sod of Massachusetts
are guests of Mrs. Rebecca Russell.
Norfolk Downs,
Allie Barrows of
Mass it in town for a short time.
Mrs. S. Robinson was with her daughter at Ezra Keene's a few days last week.
The Arthur Heald family of South
Weymouth, Mass., were in town last
week en route for W. J. Heald's camps
near Oquoseoc, where they will remain
for some time.
Rev. J N\ Atwood and wife visited a
day or two iD Auburn last week.
A few farmers have begun haying.
The yield is said to be light on old

Oxford.
Mr». C. F. Starbird gave a picnic to
her Sunday School class on Wednesday.
They went to Morse's Grove on the
shore of Lake Thompson. A very pleasant day was passed.
Children's Diy was observed at the
Congregational church with a sermon to
the children bv the pastor, Rev. Mr.
There
MacKay, aud special music.
were interesting exercises in the Sunday
School by the children. The floral decorations were profuse and beautiful.
A large audience was present.
The topic Sunday ovenlng at the meetiog of the Christian Endeavor Society
was, "The Glories and Perils of Our
Country.". Leader, Mrs. Starbird. The
chapel was draped with banting and
decorated with flags.
Arthur Stanton died July 2 of Bright'»
He bad recently moved into
disease.
Mrs. Roae Crooker's bouse.
Margaret McNeil is going to Portland
to work.
Her sister Celestine is at Mrs.
H. H. Hall's.
Mrs. Lizzie Richmond, widow of Emerson Richmond, a former resident, died
at Lowell, Mass., at the home of her siswas
She
ter, Mrs. Alonzo Dean.
brought to East Oxford for burial. She
was accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Dean. Her son, Daniel S. Richmond,
and wife came to attend the service·
held in the cemetery. Rev. Mr. MacKay
officiated, and a number of the members
of the Congregational church to which
•he belonged, and other friends were

BnckfUH.
Mr. Lovell L. Young of Tamer wm
Mr. and Mr·. Ε. E. Whitney and Mm.
L. T. Barker went to Harmooj by auto. with hi· alater, Mr·. A. F. Warren, Tue·*
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney returned TuesThe big event of the week wu the
day, and Mrs. Barker visited friends in
Plttsfleld and Angueta, returning to marriage of Mlu Nathalie 8. Withlngton of this town to Mr. Austin Taber
Bethel Friday.
Clinton Barker, who I· making bit Hyde at the home of Mr. aod Mr·. A. T.
borne at the soldiers' home in* Togns, is Cole at high noon on Monday. The
bride la the daughter of Mr. and Mr·. P.
spending a short time in Bethel.
Dr. E. L. Brown, Dr. Tuell and Percy P. Witbington, and has alwaya made her
Farnbam went to Lovell Center by auto home here. She la a graduate of Farm·
and visited a few hours at the Farnbam ington Normal Sobool, and haa taugh'

•ucceaafnlly in Brunawick for the past
house.
Monday Gard Ooddard met with a two year·. The groom ia ofone of the
Romford.
serious acoident in Bosserman's drug prosperous bueinea· men
bad employment. Many relative· of the bride and groom
store, where he
While preparing a large glass bottle of were preaent, and the wedding gift· were
aa beautiorangeade, the bottle slipped and broke, nomeroua and naeful aa wellwill
live in
Mr. and Mr*. Hyde
and the glass out his right wrist, sever- ful.
ing the cord·, arteries and veins. Dr. Rnmford.
Ν.
E.
under
road
crew
The
Bessey are
Tibbetts dressed the wound at once, and
it is hoped the result will be successful. widening the road near the railroad
Much sympathy is expressed for the station.
Ed Hutohinaon is at home for the sumyoung man.
J. V. Bolt arrived from Andover, mer and will olerk for Morrill A Cole.
Mrs. H. H. Wardwell and family of
Mass., to spend three weeks' vacation
with Mrs. Holt's parents, Mr. and Mrs. West Paris have been with Mr. and Mrs.
J. U. Purington, and his wife and son, C. M. Irish for a week.
Miss Ethel Fiske was taken to Auburn
who arrived last week.
Francis Chandler of Norway spent the Monday for an operation for the re
Fourth of July and a few days with bis raoval of adenoids. Dr. Pennell did the
work.
grandparents.
Mrs. Stanley Foster, who was operated
Rev. Jerome Holmes is a guest of
on last week for appendicitis, ia reported
friends for a few days.
A picnic under the auspices of the as getting on well.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Atwood of
Methodist Society was held on the "Crescent" Thursday. Old and young en- Auburn were at Mary Cole's the Fourth.
joyed the games and the picnic dinner. Mrs. Waldron, who has been in Auburn
All who wished were invited to join in for a visit, is now at home.
Mary Dorman was with her people
the pleasure of the day.
here for the week-end.
Mrs. N. F. Brown bas been quite ill.
The Fourth passed quietly 'here, not
The Fourth passed quietly in Bethel,
and in tbe evening fireworks were dis- even the usual amount of noise being
several
played on the lawns of several residences made out of consideration for
to
and a fine display was given in Kimball who were seriously III. It is a credit
the boys who so kindly refrained from
Park by Mr. A. Van.
After a long illness Mrs. Tristram noisy demonstrations, and is greatly apwere most
Durell passed away at her home on preciated by the families who
Many of our people took
Broad Street July 4>b. Mrs. Durell was concerned.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel auto trips to various places of entertainTwitchell, and leaves a husband and son ment or were off for pionics and camping
to mourn her loss, besides a large circle
of friends wbo extend their deepest
sympathy to tbe bereaved family.

West Bethel.

When the heat like s mlet veil floats,
Ami popples flame Id the rye,
And the «liver note In the streamlet's throat
Has sofieneil almost to a sigh,
It Is July.
When the hours are so still that time
Forgets them, mod lets them lie,
Neath petals pink till the night stars wink
At the sunset In the sky,
It is July.
—Susan Haitley Sweet.
Ju«t to live, and ju<t to be,
Just to hear, and just to see,
And to watch the even-sky
From the hammock where I He.
Now I bear the cawing crows
Settling down to their repose;
Now a dlsUDt katydid,
Now a cricket near me hid;
While a little tremulous sound
Kills the country all around,
Thus beneath the hammock tree
I can hear and I can see ;
Without travel, without speed,
I can gain the rest I need.

Signs of rain.
All signs sometimes fail.

places.

Messrs. Warren and Bridgham returned
Friday from the Gettysburg celebration,
and report a fine trip ana a most instructive and interesting occasion.

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bisbee of North
Anson bave been with Mrs. Bisbee's
sister, Mrs. H. M. Robinson, for a visit.
Mrs. Chas. Jewett of Boston, with her
two children, is with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. S. Holland.

Bryant's Pond.
Wheeler has moved from the
Mountfort boune to the rent recently
vacated by William Stevens.
Rev. S. J. Oldaker bas finished bis
labors here with the Baptist church.
George A. England has accepted an
engagement with the publishers of The
Appeal to Reason, and left Monday for
Girard, Kansas.
Ansel Dudley and wife are visiting in
Boston and Lynn this week.
Elmer R. Bowker, who recently graduated at Colby, bas a position with the U.
S. Survey Corps now stationed at WaldoRoy

boro.

The drouth is becoming severe.
Rev. C. G. Miller will preach at the
Too hot and dusty for anything.
Universalist church July 13, at 2:30 p.m.
is
It
mown.
before
Grass is dry hay
Erastus Bryant, the oldest man in tbe
He
A safe, sane and silly Fourth has come town of Greenwood, died July 3d.
and gone.
was tbe
was born March 22, 1825, and
Fred E. Murphy of Albany was in this son of Deacon Christopher Bryant, who
was the first white child born in Woodvillage Thursday.
American patriotism seems to be on stock.
the wane.
No gundowder was for sale in the
Locke'a Mills.
stores of Bethel last week.
of Auburn is working
Tebbets
Lester
Another son was added to the family
in the Spool Co.'s office.
of Adrian Grover on June 24th.
Fred Morton Is spending his vacation
Many potatoes plantnd during the first in Boston.
week of June are slow in coming up.
Roecoe
Cummings bas returned from
Geo. M. Kolfe went to Bethel last
where he has visited Owen
week to work in the mill of tbe N.B. Ketcbum,
Demerritt.
Springer Co.
Mrs. May Kimball of Boston Is spendA. P. Mason and Mrs. L. D. Grover
ing her vacation in her new camp, "Outare slowly recovering from their illness.
Moees Mellen Mason of South Paris side Inn."
Mrs. J. D. George died at the Central
visited his brother, Alden F. Mason, last
Maine General Hospital Monday night.
week.
services were held at tbe churob
Born in West Bethel on tbe 1st inst., Funeral
conducted by Rev.
to tbe wife of Webster Elliott Walker, Thursday afternoon,
D. L. Joslin, music by the churob choir.
twin daughters.
will
be
Mrs. George
greatly missed in
Hope every reader of the Democrat
circles. There
will be sure to peruse "Colonel Tod- both church and social
were many beautiful flowers from relahunter of Missouri," for that serial alone
friends.
Is well worth tbe price of a year'· sub- tives and
Charles Reed, our blacksmith, bad the
scription to tbe paper.
misfortune to fall and break his leg Monday evening, and was carried to the CenGreenwood.
tral Maine General Hospital in Lewiston
Another week has come sod gone Wednesdav.
since the cry went up that rain wan
Mr. and Mil Ε. M. Rowe of New
wanted ; but for some reason the weathYork are at "Beachenrowe" for the rest
er maker still withholds it.
True, a few of the summer.
Tbey came la their
showers of more or less magnitude have (Ida
oar.
touring
passed by, either to the north or south
Mr*. Elmer Camming· sprained her
of us, some of them even discharging ankle
Tuesday. Dr. Wight of Bethel atand
while
their artillery
passing along,
tended her.
the
meanin
us
a
little
sprinkling
giving
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Foster and son
time, perhaps sufficient to moisten the were at David Foster's Friday.
was
But
or
and
that
all.
dust,
Pope
Azel Bryant has been In poor health,
someone has told us that where we can't
but is improving.
unriddle learn to trust, and that is what
Lucius C. Trask died at bis home
we are trying to do.
June 26, after an Illness of only a few
The past week has given us some pret- hours. Mr. Trask had been in the emty warm as well as dry weather; for ex- ploy of the E. L. Tebbets Spool Co. as
ample, Tuesday the temperature was 98 machinist, for nearly thirty years, and
in the shade, while to day, Thursday, it bad been in
good health up to witbin a
is much lower, and a good day for hoeyear or two, considering bis age, having
iu.
ing, the sun being clouded
been born Jao. 8, 1833. Be was a kind
The most notable event of last week
husband, and good neighbor, a man of
occurred Friday, wheo that company of
good habits, and bad many friends. He
here.
There
gipsies passed through
leaves a widow. The fuoeral was held
were Ave covered carriages, a number of
at his late borne Sunday, Rev. W. C.
while
the
little
still
more
women,
men,
Curtis of Bethel officiating. There was
children were much in evidence, for no music. Franklin
Orange of Bryant
whom they begged bread or obtained it Pond
performed tbeir burial service.
in some other way.
S'l'k' The flowers were
many and beautiful.
Just below here were several men at The
following people from out of town
work on the road, where they halted aud attended the funeral: Mr. and Mrs.
became so familiar and insulting they James
Neals, Mrs. Abbie Rohs, Gorbam,
were told to drive along'or there would
Ν. H.; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence S earne,
be trouble; which they did but very un- Steams
Hill; Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis
willingly, since they intended to get Thayer, Paris; Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
something by telling fortunes or other- Hobbs, Norway; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
wise. Two miles farther they came to
Hobbs, North Bethel.
Mr. Iliggins' camp, which they broke into, the owner being absent, stole a small
Albany.
amount of money and went on.
Mr. and Mrs. George Connor invited
Laet Sunday four men got together
and installed the new iron bridge over their neighbors to spend the Fourth
the Little Androscoggin, doing the with them at tbeir home. A picnic dinwork on that day so as not to impede ner and good time generally.
Arthur D. Bean came up from Authe mail carrier in his work. A similar
but longer one was built over the same burn Thursday and went back Sunday.
Mr. Phllbrook has been out buying
river two years ago, and as many miles
down stream, and it now looks ae though cows and calves. S. G. Bean sold him
it would stand there for many years three cows, one heifer and three calves.
Mrs. Harry T. Sawin and son Giydon
after the last man who wronght the
Iron and erected the structure has passed of North
Waterford, Mrs. Florence
Wheeler and Miss Estella Bean spent
over the Rubicon.
Last Sunday Mr. and Mr·. A. S. Brooks Sunday in Auburn with Mrs. L. L. Lord
bad a family gathering, consisting of all and Mra. A. L. Bean.
F. G. Sloan, with the help of S. G.
their children and grandchildren, Including other near relatives, the whole Bean, Roy Andrews and Mr. Bruce, is
numbering more than 30 who took din- putting rooting on bis barn.
The most distant ones were
ner there.
rlebron.
Henry Brooks and family who live in
Fryeburg, and came in an auto, Mrs.
(1. Κ Stearns and party returned from
Brooks' father beiog chauffeur. After tbeir
Ashing trip to Rangeley Saturday.
the last members of the family arrived, Mr. Stearns
brought home a salmon
the idea of having a picture taken of the
weighing 9 3 4 pounds.
whuie group was advanced, and only
Professor and Mrs. Joy are now In
failed for want of time.
their
Fairfield
Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mills are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Ervin Hutchinson,
of Northwest Albany.
A crew are at work on the state road

picment of metallic appearance. They
ere first treated with ammonia and
then with flsh glue, a powder being
first obtained and tlx·» a paste which
can he easily spread on class.
In the early stages of jtearl manufacture, about 10T»6, this essence d'orient
was applied to little balls of ploster.
but the temperature and I he damp heat

! Saturday night.

all over with him. when he remembered that Houie one had told him that
a bull would not attack you if you lay
his
down, so he threw himself flat ou
of
face and shouted for help, and three
his men who were not far υΐΓ «line

of the human body modified the adhesive qualities of the pearly matter nnd
caused chances of color In 1(580 a Parisian named Jacquln Invented α method of covering small glass balls with
this essence, thereby producing the

tion then was what to do. They came
to the conclusion that the only thing
left was for all of them to retreat backward on their hands mid knees. This
than
they did, and the bull, never more
off. followed them up with his
a

yard

bead slightly on one side. Meanwhile
he snorted and bellowed, and bis eyes,
showing all the whites, looked, the
farmer said, as if they would come out
of his bead. At last the men reacbed
the river bank, slipped over the edge

—New York Press.

WINDOW GLASS DECAYS.
It Gete So Brittle In Time That It May
Be Cut With Shear·.
It is generally supposed that glass Is

and

bo

have different effects ou class,
and this alternation alone will cause it
to become fragile and In time worth-

luggage.

A train in which Mme. Sarah Bernhardt was traveling reached the frontier at midnight, and the customs officials made their customary raid into

less.
It Is almost Impossible to remove old
windows from a btilldlnc without
breakIntr many of the panes of class
New glass can be handled with much

compartment. Roughly awakened
from her beaaty sleep and not In the
best of humor, Mme. Bernhardt refused to descend.
The officials uncoupled tbe actress'
carriage, dumped ber luggage on tbe
platform and went through it with
conscientious vigor.
her

carelessness.
There Is a certain elasticity to new
glass that leaves glass which has faced the weather for α number of years.
Street fakers who travel throughout
the country sdling scissors will obtain
a lot of old window glass nnd show
the crowds how wonderfully their
shears will cut by cllpplnc off strips
of the class just as a person would
cut paper, when In fact the feat Is
due to the fact that the class is actumore

By

time the train

this

was

completed

"When we have

our

"And now." she said, "yon can go on
If you please."
The officials were helpless, and the
Bernhardt car was attached to the
train. This lesson in manners soon
afterward produced a change in the

Not Possible.

whos<
ronversation was so Interesting that ht
mu Id make the landlord's acent force
what be came for.—Philadelphia In
man

Belgian customs.—London Telegraph.

A Pair of Whya.
She (coming down Intel-Why do you
wear that yachting cap'? You are nevHe- Why do you wear
er on a yacht.
that watch? You are never on time.

qulrer.

Misunderstandings and neglect occa
elon more mischief in the world that
malice aud wickedness Goethe.

e^en

BLUE STORES

SUIT.

You ought to buy it of us,

$6

to

buy them of

$1

us,

to

South Paris,

Maine.

Prompt Attention Qiven

Straw

or

Summer comforts,

'phone and Mail Orders.

to

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.
Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

Opportunity

An

that Seldom Conies

to

You Before the End of the Season.
Your Choice of One Lot of Suits
at Less Than

Half Price.
We know that this must
cause v.e

want our

from their

narily

patrons

purchases,

to

we are

Here

are

get all the service ;>o»·

making otl'ers

Formerly

that

can

retailed at from $11.00 to

$33x0.

Secure:

15 Tailored Suits.

black serge, diagonals and
choice of lot at $7.95.

are o' :

season.

the Values you

are

1

later,

come sooner or

withheld until the end of the

fancy

λί teria.v

gray mi i'.ures,

\<nr

Tailored Suits.
quick.

Our entire line of suits marked at

prices.

Ladies' and Children's Coats.

Another sharp cut has been made on these
making them ju*t a little more than half price.

garn

n,

Ladies' and Children's White Voile
and Muslin Dresses
all go in at

a

discount of 25 per cent, otl'of

regular

j

Knit and Muslin Underwear

One lot of these goods of which some are
soiled and mussed, others discontinued numbers,
at about half price.

Attractions in the Wash Goods

Special

Department.

including
Cords, Pique, Ratine, etc., goods we have
season from 22c. to ?5c., priced 17c. yard.

Fine assortment of these

terials,

values 10,

dainty

warm

weather

Priced 7,

i-2c., 15 and 17c.

12

Corinsold all

Dress Muslins.

Figured

ma-

10

at:d

I2I-2C.

Special

Lot

Your choice from lot at S

i-2c.

goods,

etc., values

Poplins, Sateens, Ducks, Tweeds,

$6.

Wool, Worsted, Outing. Khaki, Crash, Cotton.

styles.

RICHARDSON,

J. P.

of medium and dark colored cotton wash

$22.

A Pair of Light Weight Trousers Would Help Out.

Latest

$5.00.

the

of some hot days already this month.
follow. You realize the need of a

Hat,

use.

lb. stone (quick cutting,)
too
solid hardwood frame, ready for

thian

taste

COOL

A Panama

a

One lot of the newest wash fabrics,

CL0THIN6 FOR THE HOT WAVE

to

immediate

ex-

amination." replied the inspector and
went on rummaging with redoubled
zeal. But be did not know with whom
he had to deal. The actress took up a
portmanteau, placed It between the
rails a few yards in front of the engine and calmly seated herself.

—

ought

A

on

about

"You are not going to leave without
me?" cried the actress. "Be so kind
as to couple my carriage at once."

The Very Worst,
Schoolmistress
Now, tell me the
Iruth. Jobunv Jones. You know .what
will happen If you tell a lie, don't you?
Johnny Jones—Yes. ma'am: I'll go to
Schoolmistress-Yes. and
ii Imd place.
that Isn't the worst of it. You'll also
l»e expelled from school.

Tou

mounted

ready to start.

ally rotten.-Harper's Weekly.

to

the year.

escaped.

8arah Bernhardt'· Leaaon to Belgium'·
Cuatoma Official·.
Id the bad old days not so very long
the
ago travelers, when tbey reacbed
Belgian frontier, were compelled to
leave their compartments in the middle of the night in order to be present
at the customs examination of their

ness

are more

and Pulleys.
I lay special stress on my ioolb. Grindstones
which are in much demand by the average
farmer—not only in haying time, but all through

Ropes

CUT THE RED TAPE.

practically immortal. Η lit It has been
demonstrated that glass exposed to the
elements will decay and in time become so rotten that it is worthless.
Window glass exposed to the heat
and cold and varying winds will, after
a number of years, become so brittle
that it can be cut with a pair of
shears. It Is said that light and dark-

There

Hand-Rakes, Drag-Rakes, Scythes, Ash and
Cherry Snaths, Scythe Stones, Harpoon Forks,

running to the rescue.
When they got within about twenty
yards he told thein to come on their
hands and kuees, and in this way they
The quescame up alongside of him.

first practical artificial pearl.
In the north and east of France nnd
In Germany blay fishing Is actively pursued. About 4.0(hi are required to produce a pound of scales, which in turn
gives a quarter of a pound of essence.

a

HAYING
SEASON

As the baying season approaches it finds me
better equipped than ever to meet your wants.
My stock consists of a select assortment of Forks,

Itir dbwyrecallle situalloii.
A farmer had a hull (liai lie thought
was
|w»rfei-tly civ ile. One day be
quietly walking behind Hie herd \yhen
without any warning the hull turned
He laid a
mid i-Hiue straight at liliu.
and he struek
hands,
his
iu
club
heavy
the animal with all his uiiplit over tin*
head and eyes several times, when the
not
club broke. For the moment he did
was
know what to do and thought it

llHiit scales of the abiel. or May. that
as with
essence d'orient Is produced.
this essence imitation pearls are made.
The blay is a small fish with a green
hack and a white belly. and the essence Is obtained exclusively from Its
white scales, which are covered with a

You have had

THE

chilli

brlllug to know thi:t It Is froin the

We have never seen n

Tactful, if Ignoble,

a

'

!
Retreat to Safety.
An amusing sinry of tin· adventure
Irritable
Huit four men had wit!· an
of I lu·
bull Is toUl b.v a correspondent
Loudon Field. It eont::in< a tiiiit Hint
re/.der \v!i:>
ma.x he useful to doiiih
hereafter Hurl blnwelf In 11 simi-

Am tbc real peai! « times from the oysmanu
ter. ho to u law extent Is ilie
factiiri· of artifl»· «I pearls détendent
comon η certain Hpe< 1«·μ of tlsli. Tile
of
plete processes of manufacture are,
course, trade secret*. hut It Is Interest-

1 \.i. :

t;

1

yard.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MA IP·.

NORWAY,

Crash Hats.

toc.

tu

$7.

Summer Underwear.
buy

You should

of

us.

Very large

Assortment.

Dest of Values.

^

Porosknit—coolest of all kinds, 50c. ard $1. Jersey
Union Suits, 50c., $1, $i 50. Balbriggan Two-Pirce, 25c., 45c.,

Β. V. D.

or

^v,
-Λ* .<:

Λ

TV

50c.

*,: ,^
î

vV.tff

New Neckwear, New Hosiery,
New Collars, New Shirts.
We repeat

you the

disprove

or

You

:

most

ought

to

buy

for your money.

our

theory—but

of

us.

Our aim is to

Come and

see us.

give

Prove

com·?.

F. H. Noyes Co.
(2 Stores)

South Paris

Norway

AMERICAN BANK6RS
ASSOCIA I ION

TRAV€L€RS* CHGQUGS

cently.

spent

Then They Made

The> Are Made With Essence d'Orient,
a Fish Scale Product.

visiting
parents.
Mr. Montgomery of St. John, P. Q.,
at
Η.
T. Glover'· rea
few
spent
days

Mr. and Mrs. Eager of Toronto are at
Professor Dwyer's.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrows of Lock Haven,
bridge.
Penn., spent Tuesday with E. S. DunΕ. H. Morrill sold Fred Ordwaj some bam and
Professor Sargent. Mr. Barlambs this week.
rows is a descendant of Dea. Wm. BarSchool closed Friday, June 27, after a rows, and contributed to the memorial
ten weeks' term, with Miss Alice M.
fund.
Smith of Bethel as teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. White of Auburn were
Ν. E. Mills of Lewiston was in town the
guest* of Η Κ. Stearns Tuesday.
on business.
Mrs. V. M. Philbr.ck and Miss Ethel
was
in
of
Portland
A.
6.
Dr.
Wiley
Pbilbrick are at Harpswell for the sumtown Tuesday.
mer.
Miss Fannie Westleigb, who has been
Miss Helen Murcb, who has been visitvisiting in Rumford, returned home ing her aunt, Mrs. Mary Bearce, returnSaturday.
ed to her home in Buckfield this week.
F. L. Edward· of Bethel was in town
The Ladies' Circle bad tbeir usual
to help appraise the Bessie A. Mills esmeeting Tuesday.
tate.
We are glad to see Fred Marahall out
Miss Irene S. Morrill wss a week-end
again and bear that be is now able to
visitor In Bethel.
work.
D. W. Cushing and wife and Ε. H.
H. L Melcher went to Massachusetts
Morrill and wife went to Bolster's Mills
present.
Thursday for the purpose of getting an
Mrs. Parrott baa returned from Wind- last week to Pomona Orange, going In automobile. Alton Conant went with
ham, where she baa been during the ill- Harry Head's anto.
him.
ness and death of ber mother.
Denmark.
Dr. Merrill of Yarmouth called on
Wilson's Mills.
C. E. Cobb's camps are being rapidly
friends here Tuesday.
Henry Bennett's house was burned to
The students of Prof. Caldwell's sum- filled with summer boarders. Monday
mer school arrived at Camp Oxford this 75 boys came, Tuesday 150 girl· arrived. the ground, and all of his clothing and
week.
The hotel Is full of people from far and bouse furnishings, a total loss.
A forest fire was started last Sunday
Miss Carrie Small of South Portland near.
Two banda of gypsies passed through afternoon by the boys of Harry Pennook.
visited ber aunt, Mrs. John Chadbourne.
It came very near burning the farm
here last Saturday and Sunday.
Weet Lovell.
The ball game between Denmark and buildings belonging to John Olson.
a Sand Beach, North Sebago, was won by The people of Magalloway Plantation
Mrs. Myra Lord, who has
and
Wentwortb Location responded
week with relatives here, returned home Sand Beach 12 to 0.
The mercury stood 102 Jnly 1st, Jnly nobly to the call for help, and by night
with ber husband Sunday.
the
fire
was under oontrol, though they
Mra. Emma Fernald of Danvers, Mass., 3d, 8Θ in the shade.
A flag pole for Monument Square is had watobers for the night.
la vlaiting in town.
Sohool olosed Thursdsv, oomtnenoing
Miss Myrtle LeBroke of Chatham was talked of.
Odd Fellow·' Hall baa reoelved a new again In September under the same
at ber home Sunday.
teacher.
J. A. Fox has gone to Cambridge, coat of paint, white and pearl gray.
Work was finished on the state road
D. S. Ferklna Is telling loe cream and
for a short

Arthur Pinkbam was the guest of his
brother, R. Ε Pinkbam, this week.
J. E. Mclntire has bought a fine young Mass.,
stay.
borse of Walker Mills of Bolster1· Mills. I
D. S. McAllister is shingling his ban. cool drlnka.

RUSHED TO THE RESCUE.

IMITATION FEARLS.

Bethel.

C Supposé 50,000 bankers throughout the world had
agreed to cash your personal check.
C Suppose hotel*, railroads, steamship lines and the best

shops in every civilized country knew they were good.
d, Suppose your identity were established everywhere.
C Money matters in traveling would be simple—wouldn't

they?

C "A.B.A." Travelers' Cheques give
above advantages*
^

Ask

us

you all

of the

for booklet.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF "NORWAY.

Cut Flowers

MAINE.

ι

Plants

SOUTH PARIS, /"

pf~'>-%*

BW fnonejja/,
grow a fbrfanei1

ι

"WHATSOHVEK A MAX SOWKTll,
ALSO SHALL HB KBA1V»

lit AT

You cannot renp anything vise; yon MI ST
tort une,
reap what you sow, If you want si
Ρ/νΑΛΤ TU H SISHF) that will produce η fortune.
On© deposit after another in the bunk /> the *eeil
that has grown all great fortunes. Start :i hunk
account and have something in your OLD .\(>L
that will niuke you secure and comfortable. One
bank is a secure place for your monev to gtow

bunking

Do YOUR

Wo pay *2 per cent interest

with US.
on

cheek account.

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

TRUST

PARIS

You Need

PARIS,

COMPANY,
MAINE.

Carriage Umbrella

a

The
selling the duck with fine fringe for $500.
w00Λ
Plain
haki with fringe, $4.00. The khaki without fringe, $3.50.
andled cart umbrellas, $1.75.

lis hot weather.

florist.

I

am

M
1

MAINE.

Λ

not/i/ngf /fosoi
p/cr/if /lof/tJ/iff

SOUTH

At the Greenhouse,

E. P. CROCKETT,

So// proauce.

91

f—"sixzz-^r·
βνΟΓ,

Main St.,

prop, of τη·

tuck·*

HARNESS STOH·.

Norway. Main··

C. R. Newell an·. family are
the week at Samo« r.

(hford Democrat.

IsÔÛtTparis,
SOUTH PARIS.
July 8,

Maine,

W3

Margaret Wilbur was with
sister, Mrs. Walker, at Woodford·,
Mrs.

Hoot·

(JRAND ΓΒΓΜΚ KAIL WAT.
Beginning June ii, 1913,

SOUTH PARIS
TKAI>8 LK4VS
J « a. m express, dally ;
fc.··:
,-,!M ,vr
a αι.. local, dally ex
t!
exiire-w». dally. Sunμ η
Γ!
α..,()«ρ.ΐΒ.
.·
1
y W a. m., express, dally;
t
Ά
;
illy except Sunday; 7:12 p. m
.!?
express, dally. Sunday
m..
»:
DO p. m.

Λ.

iVii
V

rirrrn·—
Clinrefc, Kev. Λ. T. Sic
Preaching service, 10:4S a
A. M. ; Y. P. S. y. Ε. β .Ou

itl nai

«

'.Λ- 1

»·

-t.

-vice 7.-00 p. m.;

,

Kev. T. N.

vi
...

„

r

.·

'JntM

t·'

(ÎJ

m.
Kewley, Pastor
tn'.nf irsyermectlng 10:1» a. m.
l' '■> a. m. ; Sabbath Schoo:
; wue M«etlu 6 00 p. m.,
W't Itumla» evening 7S»; clasijr ven'.ag 7
h, Kev. E. A. Davis, Pastor
«ervlce 10 ΑΛ a v.; Sab.
1 P. S. C. K., 6:15 ». M.;
«

Wednesday evening

a.,

free.

Scats

"l·
it:r

χ

All

are

Kev Chester tiore Miller,
e.rvlce every Sunday At
iool at H M. Y. P. α U.

*
A rkU

MfcKTlMQS.

Kcculai
—Pari Lodge, No. 94.
venlng onor before full moon,
Meat
û r -Mount m tea lodge, regular
of each week—Aurora
venli
evening?
.hlrd
Monday
ret an l
v

i a

.-

t

Church

Wednesday evening ai 71»».·.
connected, arc cordially In

t.

Ml.

tt

je.

No.
M .in· PI· wan Kct-ekab Lodge,
of each
ond au*l fourtn Fridays
HalL
1 Kellowe'
meets
W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14.^,
each
rd Saturday evening· of
\. Κ. Hall.
nball Circle, Ladle* of the U. A
and third Saturday evenings ol
η t.r.ind Army llall.
meets
α L. Chamberlain Camp
|ki after the full of the

η

a μ
»;
e4.

,r

Urst and third
ige,
In 'r ange Hall,
is 1 founn Mondays ol

|

m· e s

Crook Lodge, No. lbl,
rtn Wednesday evenings
•,

>ι

Pr.

.r.

So, 31, meet»

Hall.

Mr» <;e ...v r. K^tmao
L >rt»JI i>ver the Κ urth.

ever*

visited

in

K. Andrews and
the Fourchât Lovell.

Capt. Alfred A. Starbird of the U. S.

Artillery Corp*,

■

Noraj

■

Scrutoo is expected here this
»
»«i
be^iu work ou the
btiii· At the foundry. He has already
Uif\ ·«! bis tools.
L

put

I

in type Monday morniug. There are six
work days in the week, and out of that,
with the present arrangement of trains,
there is only between three and four
hours available iu which to get up matIf
ter for the paper Monday morning.
there isu't time to get up what comes at
the last moment, it has to be left out,
that's all.

concrete)

reuce

n^uhujj

«'

'U1 """

few ilays
of Morton Bolster for
Bouter accompanied
visit.
a
short
borne for

Ζ «Mk. and Mr
ι

h

a

Mr and Mrs. G>o. D. Robertson and
',<hter Uiiaa> left Saturday ®orolo«
J r Falmouth Foreslde, where they
ocupylng a cottage for a week.

AUUUl

Kev A. T. McWhnrter went Sa'ord**
his old parish it Union, where he ofil·
iated at a wedding and a christening: ο
children, besides preaching in Ins οία

pa; pit.

the new members of
<
Methodist church who have recently
„1 was given at Deering
rch after prayer meetinii >\ eduesday
L
evrr.ing.
Mrs F II. Packard and daughter and
V J* Maud Carter of West Paris and
M < Nettie Getchell of Boston were
Uue-H of Mrs. U. A. Morton for the

reception

to

Memoriaj

llWlk

Cjuuuej uigut

UViwi-

Advertised letters and cards in South
Paris post office July 7th:
Mrs. Miirv Sanderson.
C H. Abbott.
Mrs. Frank Barrett.
Mr and Mre. Frank Cummlngs.
Uïo. l>ecker.
C. J. Colby.
J. 8v I venter.
Ml»» Ella Kan*lelt.
Vernon Keene.
Kli>lev Knox.
John Sturgeon Hill.
Ernest L. Bryant.
Albert Ttdswell.
Mre. O.S. Wentworth.
lieorice Howanl.
Jack Kdgwo'th
Mre. Nellie McCellum. Special Oellvery.

di\y Wednesday.

Mins Martha Ο Wyman and her nephlulph A. Wyman, satanic majesty
ahssimo of the Democrat office,
,
visiting relatives at West
Γ r:i
the past few daye.

ew

Y.
bu

IV V

Bowker wan notified of a forest tire
near the
Stony Brook road. He and
Stanley M. Wheeler went to investigate,
and found a decidedly lively tire raging
in the cutting on the north Hide of the
Stony Brook road, a little this aide of the
Howland road. They came back to the
village aud drummed up a force of about
fifteen men who worked oil the tire until three o'clock in the morning before it
three men rewas* under control, and
mained to watch it. Ir was the largest
burn of the season in this vicinity.
man

to

A

LAW

WILL

PROTECT

IN ALL THE LAND.

over

be present.

|

STATE*

TH KM

her

now stationed at Fort
Worth, Kan., and his family, arrived at
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
who
teaches in I
>
ι ks,
Υ
W. S. Starbird, Thursday. Monday W.
•vith her father, li. F.
S. Starbird, Capt. Starbird, H. W. StarDicks.
bird and A. D. Wing started for Four
\
Kuunds and Misa S. L. Ponds on a tishing trip.
R
pending a few day· at
The state assessors have a session at
Hwpsweli.
the court house on Thursday of this
lla.-kell picked one bun-' week, when they will meet the assess
ed clovers near her dwell- ors of the several towns and plantations,
look into their methods aud advise
ing recently.
and so forth. Three of these
them,
Β « ordao and Misa
meetings are held in Oxford County this
the summer
;i are attending
A
week, the others being at Fryeburg on
»: i»orl»am Normal.
sell
Tuesday, and at Rumford on Friday.
V Record and son Miles arIt seems necessary to call the attention
iuesdav at the home of tier I of advertisers aud contributors again to
:<v<
B.
Crockett.
Geo.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
j
?*;
the fact that the Democrat is not all

Mr
dAU''t

UNITED

Bros, have moved their grain
from ta· Shurtletf mill, now
l>v Wm. B. Kusaell, Into A. E.
if's building on the other side of

ar

Session
it

u*"

,J"'y

gailo»

bright,

|

bunda^

■

!

THE SUM

J

Vr?"°or. 'b»o iel. pk&d.

LOST.

prices

Pl°e'u[®;

poultry

poultry

ï,r^M^obodsÎ«Îo»··'

possible prices
accordingly.

s&Bsm

G. B. digs & Sons,

SSrJfSiS
?'"Hbe,.«3" simb."'

Reet, love·! one, reet,
Thy journey le o'er,
Sickness ami pain
Need alarm thee no more;
Home with thy Savior,
Thrice happy ami blent;
Sarre· 1 thv memory,
Rest, «weetly rest.
weary wert

Monday, July

es "cbS,? <"">« ·°™°'γ;ζ
!ΤΙ",°°,Ι £2& SI S

were

elected:

ρ reeldent—Herman L
Treasurer—Cbarlee Ν.

|

"<)rne

2"}'
Ciork—Eugene K. Andrews.

an(l
Director·—President, Harry r.
Henry B. Foster.
ν
Mrs. Chester Gates i. supplying at the
Advertiser «thee during
Miss Elsie A. Favor of BieoWon,
Mass
>
accompanied by ber
Marian: is visitiog relat.ves in town for

»n

thou,

Winning the laurel
That clrcleth thy brow.
A crown for thy valor
Studded r!eheet and beet;
Safe home forever,
Reet, sweetly reet.
Reet, loved

one. reet,
We ehall eee thee no more
Until we meet thee
On lleaven'e bright shore,
Awaiting thy treaenree
Held 'learcst ami beet;
Through all eternity
Reet, ewee ly reet.

White Dress Skirts

%\"· L^p'C-' ·«

J&2.Y3

jew

DRAWERS, special value, 25c., hamnumber of st} 1er, 98c $1 25, 91.49, 91 98,
burg trimmed, other styles for 25c., 50c.,
92 50, $2 98.
75o.

his
Queb«! is visiting
at

Laferriere,

Cool and comfortable

lur

Aprons

Cofwp

G. I». H Λ

IU)KN, Treasurer, Hangor, Maine

S7&

of

'—"

J/ffî

GARDEN

YOUR

of
you with Paris Green, Arsenate
Powder.
Insect
and
Hellebore
Lead, Bug Death,
Use it early before the Bugs destroy the plants.
We also have fly catchers of all kinds.

supply

can

Come in and get

a

"Fly Swatter"

^

FREE.

the first of

AT THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.
SOUTH

I

PERFORMANCES

8

r. ^

I NO

RID YOUR CHILDREN OF WORMS.
You can change fretful, ill-tempered
children into healthy, happy youngsters,
by ridding them of worms. Tossing,
rolling, grinding of teetb, crying ont
while asleep, accompanied with intense
hirst, pains in the stomach and bowels,
feveriehnees and bad breath, are symptoms that indicate worms.
Kickapoo
Worm Killer, a pleasant candy lozenge,
the
the
worms, regulates
bowel*,
expels
restores your children to bealtb and
happiness. Mrs. J. A. Brisbin, of Elgin,
III., says: "I have used Kickapoo Worm
Killer for years, and entirely rid my
children of worms. I would not be without it." Guaranteed. All druggists, or
by mail. Price 25c. Kickapoo Indian
Medicine Co., Philadelphia and St.
Louis. Chas. H. Howard Co.

Latest and best
ments in dental
All my best work
Full set
teed.
from

Ether

Qrover, a son.
In West Bethel, July 1, to the wife of Web■1er E. Walker, twin daughters.
In Canton, June 28, to the wife of O. C. Fuller,

Desired

Center, June 2S, to the wife of Dell
daughter.
Married.

In South I'arls, July 3, by Rev. C· I. Spear, I
Mr. Cllston A. Mualllster of Auburn and
Adelaide L. Giles of South Parts.
In West Paris, June 29, by Kev. D. A.
Mr. ttalph Ernest Μ«Ιηβ and Miss Anglo Winnlfrcd Maxwell, both of Mechanic Falls.
In Buckflell, June 30, by Kev. Frederick
Crosby Lee, Mr Austin T. Hyde of Rumford
ami Miss Nathalie S Wltblngton of BuckOeld.
In WuodforUs, July 2, by Kev. II. I*. Hanson,
Mr. Harrv Carroll of Rumford and Miss Grace
Wllma Mills of Woodforda.
Id South Hiram. June 28, Mr. Linn Stanley
and MUs Bertha Huntress.
In North Porter, June 28, bv Rev. D. K. Jew
ett, Mr. Richard Courser and Miss Agnes Mc-

Mtss|
Kail,]

William Hall, a lineman In the employ
o( the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co., was instantly electrocuted by
falling across high tension wires of tbe
Bangor Railway and Electric Company,
on the roof of the Stillwater Bridge in
Old Town Tuesday. He slipped on the
wet shingles and was thrown across the
wires, being frightfully burned. He was Lucas.
Id Portland, June 18, Mr. Abner Hill Mann of
formerly of Island Falls and leaves a Milton
and Mrs. Addelynn Burnhvm of Portwife and one child.
land.
In Rumford, June 30, by Rev. Fr. J. A. La·
UNSIGHTLY FACE SPOTS
F'amme, Mr. Ulrlc Plant and Miss Mabel
Roussln, both of Rumford.
Are cured by Dr. Hobson's Eczema
Ointment, which heals all skin eruptions.
Died.
No matter how long yon have been
troubled by itching, burning, or scaly
In West Paris, July 4, Mrs. Lora, wife of
skin humors, jnst put a little of that
G. Tuell.
soothing antiseptic, Dr. Hobson's Ecze- George
In St Agathe, P. Q., July 6. Fred C. Brlgg*,
ma Ointment, on the sores and the suf- aged 32 years, 10 months.
Jul j 8, Erastus Bryant, aged
fering stops instantly. Healing begins 88In Greenwood,
years, 3 months.
that very minute. Doctors use it in
Γη Oxford, July 2. Arthur Stanton.
their practice and recommend it. Mr.
In Albt'querq te, Ν. M., June 23, Robert H.
Alleman of Littletown, Pa., says: "Had Grecnleaf, aged 79 >ears, 3 months, 7 days.
In Haverhill, Mass., June 17, Knma WashHobson's
forehead:
Dr.
eczema on
burn of Welchvllle, aged (J2 years.
Eczema Ointment cured It in two weeks."
In Norway, Jane 28, Mrs. Addle M. Rowe,
Guaranteed to relieve or money refund- aged 60 years.
In Norway, June 80, Charles Hill, aged about
ed. All druggists, or by mail. Price
70 years.
Pfeiffer Chemical Co., Philadelphia
50c.
In Rumford, July 1, Camille Goodwin of
Fairfield, aged 43 years.
and St. Louis. Chas. H. Howard Co.
in Canton, June 37, Lewis Blsbee Spauldlng,
aged 81 years.
THE KING OF ALL LAXATIVES.
In Bethel, July 4, Mrs Tristram Durell.
In Greenwood, July 8, Erastus Bryant, aged 88
For constipation, headaches, Indigesyears.
tion and dyspepsia, use Dr. King's ïïew
In Lewlston, June SO, Mrs. J. D. George of
Life Pills. Paul Mathnlka, of Buffalo, Locke's Mills.
Ν. Y., aays they are the "King of all
laxatives. They are a blessing to all my
family aud I always keep a box at
home." Get a box and get well.
Price
some chairs to cane-seat.
25c; Recommended by the Chas. H.
Howard Co.
PHILIP SPEAR,

WANTED,

South Paris,

^

South Paris,

Maine.

^

achievescience.

Ecru

guaranof teeth

Jersey

Balbriggan, long

Black

!

gray,

short sleeves,

Balbrjggan, long

short sleeves,

or

Oxford Balbriggan Underwear,

Jersey

C. L. BUCK,
South Paris,

or

or

Knit Underwear, ecru colors,

Natural gray,

summer

Knit Unions,

Cooper

Me.

Knit Unions,

weight

long

wool,

short sleeves,

or

long or

short sleeves,

Paros Knit Unions for
Β. V. D. Unions up to 50 size,

Signals of Distress.

Boys'

South Paris People Should Know Kow
to Bead and Heed Them.
Disordered kidneys give many signale

of diiitreee.
Tbe secretions may be dark, contain
sediment.
Passages are sometimes frequent,

scanty, painful.
Backache is

night.

often

Headaches and dizzy spells may

ONE

occur.

NORWAY,

Weakened
kidneys should receive
quiok help.
Don't delay!
Use a special kidney
remedy.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak

kidneys, backache

Co., Props., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

INSURANCE.
All kinds of insurance

placed by

W. J Wheeler & Co.

After July i, 1913! Stanley M.
Wheeler will be taken into the firm
of W. J. Wheeler & Co., composed

J. Wheeler, Margaret A.
Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.
We thank the people of Oxford

Underwear of All Kinds.

FOST

B.

H.

present day and

and
urinary disorders.
South Paris evldenco proves their
worth.
L. E. Monk, Pleasant St., Sooth Paris,
Me., says: "About ten yearn ago I suffered every day from a lame back. The
kidney secretions were unnatural and I
knew that my kidneys needed attention.
Someone told me to try Doan1· Kidney
Pills and I got a box. They did me so
much good tbatlcontinned taking them.
Two or three boxes made me well.
Another of my family joins me in recommending this remedy. We have also
advised other people to take Doan's
Kidney Pills and will continue to do
so."
If your back aches—if your kidneys
bother you, don't simply ask for a
kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan's
Kidney Pills, tbe same that Mr. Monk
had—the remedy backed by home testiMe.
Foster-Milburn
mony. 60o. all stores.

2jti

^ax'm ^ ^οπ

Balbriggan Underwear,, ecru

$7.00 Up.

Î

SOLD ONLY BY

We have everything you'll need in Underwear
All grades of Shirts and Drawers and Unions

daughter.

In Dlxfleld

l3

per square

Administered

When

George

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

PAIN

When you visit my office,
assured of the
are
painless method of extracting your teeth, I can extract them without the least
sensation of pain.

|

George
Smith, a daughter.
In Greenwood, June 29, to the wife of Otis
Morgan, a daughter.
In Uexlco, June SO, to tbe wife of Frank Cosgrove, a son.
In South Woodstock, June 28, to the wife of
Harlan M. Andrews, a son.
In West Bethel, June 24, to the wife of Adrian

"SSST

XaV Va UNVX

STREET PARADE AT 10:30 A. M.
MAGNIFICENT MUE-LONG Fi*EE
DAILY AT 2 AND 8 f. M.

>

In West Paris, July 4, to tbe wife of
U. Tuell, a daughter.
In Oxford, June 24, to the wife of

MAINE

PARIS,

FVERLASTrf
w

I

Rtore

The

|

I Telephone 7-1 a.

MAINE.

Κ

We

at

you

a

Dressing
Sacques

LAWN KIMONO of figured lawn,
Kimono
25c. and 50c. ; long kimono?, $1.00.
The kind that can be used as a dress, short,
CREPE
KIMONOS, and figured cballie
on
the
over
head.
closed in back, slips
We have them plenty long enough for a with facing, $1.00.
FANCY FIGURED CREPE kimono
dress. Made of light and dark Percales,
with ribbon trimming, $1 50, «1.75,11.98.
50c. and 59c., other styles for 50c.

wccn.

Adams,

Kimonos and

From the Ravages of the Bugs.

Samuel H. HaydcD and family are at j
their lake cottage for the auramrr.
Nearly every cottage at the lake shore
in occupied. There are
many more
Grangers this season than usual. Mr.
Smith of the Lake has
opened the
Brown store near Gibson's Grove, and
the lake region has taken on new life
Mrs. Myrtle French Mnostield of Portland was the guest of her mother, Mrs.
C. L. Hathaway, Sunday.
Dr. Bial, P.
Bradbury, lieutenantcolonel of the hospital corps of the
Maine National Guard, was at Gettysburg during the week.
Charles Hill, brother of Âl Ilill
Sodom, died very suddenly at Prank
Starbird'e boarding house Monday morning. Ile was a life-resident of Norway
and about 70 years of age.
Judge and Mrs. Arthur Ε Morrison
of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Preeland J
Morrison and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Robley Morrison and'son, of Rumford,
are enjoying life at ''Cedar Lodge," the I
Preeland Howe cottige, at the lake.
Union church services at Witherell
Park is the very latest. A most excellent I

a

easy to

98c.

father, Antboine

ihe^guest^of0^.»0 B^chard.on

and

launder, made of Gingham and Seersucker, special values for 39c., 50c., 87c.,

Victoriaviile,

Klbridy 0"»«°JJ

COMBINATIONS, corset cover with
skirt or drawers, neatly trimmed, 50c.,
59c 79c., 98c., «125, $1.49, $1.98.

Wash Petticoats

b. Μ.Ι». D..UI SOCW J »>
I,S meeting at the Ottawa House, Cuah
iDK'Hisland.

CORSET COVERS, choice assortment
hamburg trimmed, 25c., 50c.,

lace and
Cool In appearance atnl reality, made 75c.
of Bedford Cord, Ρ quo or Linon, large

is

clerk

WHITE PETTICOATS, large variety
of styles, neatly trimmed with hamburg,
98c., 31.25, $1.49, «1.98, «2 50.

91 25.

PROTECT

The Sbaw Business College is an old | For
any Itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
established institution with branches at >alt rheum, hives, Itch, scald head, herpes,
Ointment Is highly recommendscabies
Portland, Bangor and Augusta, and a j ed. 90c a Doan's
box at all stores.
summer school at South Caeco, Maine.
lu addition to the regular commercial
Heavy, Impure blood nukes a muddy, pimply
branches, Shorthand and Typewriting, it complexion,
headaches, nausea, Indigestion.
bas in the Portland School a depart· Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
ment in Telegraphy.
Any young man For pure
stores.
in any Blood Bitters, fl.00 at all
or woman desirous of qualifying
of these studies would do well to send
Born.
to either school for a free catalog.

store·.

styles,

Berlin,

"Or. Thomas' Eclectic OU Is the best remedy
It has been
(or that often fatal disease—croup.
used with success In our family for eight years.''
—Mrs. L. Whlteacre, Muff*!.), Ν. Y.

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, trv
Dosa's Regulete, a modern laxative. 25c at all

Natural color, several styles, 51
cotton skirts of linen color, several

$2.75;

M ru. Smith carao from their Presq

^Hon'eÎî'Bickne^Î "'Se

PRINCESS SLIPS, tine lace and hamburg trimmed, many have choice band
08, embroidery, 08c., $1.50, $1.98, 12.50.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children,
The Kind You Han Alwavs Boueht

way of

^^-.'',Κΰΐΐ

and extensive.

Linen Skirts

3Ν·Τ0Λ.ΤΧ.Μί-^·,°ί.Γ;
ΛS

only 95.98, $6.50.

.Summer School et South Casco.
K. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

placp.

Bkktua Ayer.

very serviceable,

Til

With her cousin, Mrs. Hinman, at
S. H., the 6rst of the week.

LIGHT AS AIR underwear for warm
weather. Oar stock is particularly flue

Of natural color, cool aod comfortable,

with (he help of It*
Business, Shorthand ami Tclcfrraphy Cour-cn of thU School together
of young Men and Women
I'osjtl >n Department ha* been the moans of starting thousands
World. What It hat done for others It I* reason·
on the roa<l to a successful career In the Ituslness
Portland, Bangor hnd Augusta.
Wrl:c for Kiee Catalogue,
able to suppose It can ilo for you.

of West

by

the Wbite Mountains

Muslin Underwear

Linen Suits

τ"δΐιαι.ι,!

ïSrMfc-A SKU
i ir

This is the time that you need cool, comfortable clothing and we can supply you with this
kind at a very small expense.

NORWAY,

^;

VnT^r^Lewi^B-°Turple

COOL WEARABLES

I^D^nrR'tc

Branch E.ilro.d
the assessors
t-fhce,

officers

21

of]

Beet, loveit one, rest,
for

South Paris,

Ù".

r«T4 vr

j

FourJh

For Sale.

ÎSnte» Κ

j

Mrs^

SEED UNDER

eTulreponr£d
3S2

j

j

THE BEST

«ϊΛΛ'βο'Τϊ

j

^kett

S*S««itea

Lost.

"'wo'k'oi0^·

j

useX, nearly

LOST

Between A. W. Walker'*, South Pari*,
and Weat Paris, Saturday, black walrns
▲ double drowning accident occurred
Finder please telephone L. C.
ifiret claaa road, work I· being per- bag.
at Thompson pond, Poland, Tuesday,
Hothe viotims being Richard K. Has*, aged formed by Road Com m I «doner Morrill Bates, Weat Paris, Immediately.
27
ward to finder.
18 years, and William Sohmidt, aged 32
Municipal
Norway
York
New
Young
both
of
city.
year·,
Ham was the son of Benjamin F. Hase,
a
well-to-do New York merchant.
▲ ltdy'e black baft, dropped from a
Schmidt was chauffeur for Mr. Hass.
between the residence of J. J.
hayrack
'·
···»
sisHass with his parents and a younger
in ^outb P.«rie and Heal Street
Emel*y
at
ter had been spending the summer
If the finder will leave
on the Fourth.
iob at
Camp Casco. The victims jell from a
tbe South Paria poat office no trouble
survived
Is
boat while fishing. Schmidt
27
will be made for bim.
by a wife and three ohildren.
street le nearly ready for the roof. It
Decisions handed down by the law will be constructed on the m°e* r®°®°' *
court a few days since in the long-drawnapproved method, for moving picture
1 two borae farm wagon, long; 1 nice
out York bridge cases settle it that the
or two hories; 1 good
town roust pay for the bridge, a matter
that Henry J. Bang., meat cart, for one
two organs; 1 large refrigerator;
of between forty and fifty thousand doloat hi. grocery-tore on piano;
having
1 horse, all right,
lars. In the past six or eight years this
We have just received our grass
Portland, ba. accepted » 81 medium refrigerator;
years old; new kitchen, dining and
bridge has been the cause of a tremen- position a. conductor on the .tree r
seed and it is something very nice,
not
cbalra.
manifested
dous amount of discord,
rocking
road in that city.
in analysis.
All kinde of aecond band goods bought testing very high
to
only in at least three bitterly fought
and sold.
lawsuits for large euros, but in the diviG.tt»b««
i We have a good line of all kinds
ALBERT D. PARK,
sion of the people of the town against
S?uth Parie, Me. of gtass seed, barley, secdcorn and
one another, and an attempt to make a Of veteran, to visit th« battletleia anu 27tf
some Natural Re-cleaned Seed Oats.
division of the town into two parts by other
places made famous y
bethe legislature, which was nut finally war. With cooler weather and pi
It will pay you to get our
y
settled until the referendum had been of time it is believed the
fore buying.
trip *'
Buckfield
in
Bennett's
E.
Between M.
invoked on it.
much more interest and
in Paris, a green plush
We also have a nice line of
Fred Cole, the jeweler, has 1··αβd hi8 and J. F. King's
Miss Kate Ε Plitner and Miss Sarah
robe. Finder please notify
their
tendered
have
13. Lord of Gaidiner
feed, including scratch feed and
GEORGE B. BENNETT,
resignations as teachers in the public
South Paris. chick feed, in fact all kinds of
27
schools, to take effect July 1, being
feed.
to
teachers
Maine
of
the
first
the
among
NOTICE·
the pencome under the provisions of
These are bought in car lots at the
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
sion act passed by the last Legislature.
bas been duly appointed executor of the last
and will be
lowest
Both have taught school for more than
will sod testament of
LIZZIE r. DURGIN, formerly LIZZIE F.
sold
40 years, and, as the members of the
PERKINS, late of Porter,
Bchool board say, "with
exceptional
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
fidelity and efficiency." Both women
demands against the estate of said deceased
speak of the great changes and improvefor settlesame
the
to
desired
are
present
ments in teaching and in the buildings
to
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested
Miss Plitner sayR
and surroundings.
make pavment Immedlatelv.
PERKINS.
J. WESLEY
June 17th, 1913.
that at one time she had a class of 98, a
Norway, ------ Maine.
25-27
class that it would be well nieh impos- died at the age of thirteen year..
^
sible to handle in these days. Both teachH. 8U»ton.
ers
have always been held io the high- ford, and S Ρ
Tnnadav afternoon,
est esteem by the residents of the oity,
·—
and their former pupils are scattered
ment in Pine Grove Cemetery.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Sheep Four Months Without Water.
Washington, June 28.—Sheep on the
Sebo national forest, Utah, go four and
a half months without water except (or
eucb moisture as they get from the dew
and tht juices of forage plants.
Graziug sheep on a range entirely destitute of water is a recent innovation
due to the increasing demand for forage
»nd the efforts of the forest officers to
find a place on the forest ranges for all
the stock that can safely be admitted.
Important to Teachers.
The act for the State certification of The area on the Nebo which has uow
etchers will be in effect July 11, 1913. proved usable by sheep is high and
limber
Under the provisions of this act State rocky, a portion of it beiog above
j
nor |
;eachors' certificates are to be secured in line, and it has neither springs
size
or accessibility |
of
sufficient
streams
tov of the following ways:
to be used for stock watering purposes. ;
1—On written examination, or
15 to j
2—On presentation of evidence of suc- The grazing season lasts from June
of
:essful teaching service covering a pe- October 31, and during this period
four and a half months the animals do
riod not less than two years, or
—On evidence of th* completion of a not get a drink.
Uuder such conditions, however, the
îoriual or equivalent teachers' training j
aheep have done extremely well, and last
1 >r college course, or
bad an aver-,
4—On the basis of the State certificate ; year's lambs from this range
! ige weight at the close of the season of
;ranted by authority of another state.
which
Teachers who wish to secure State cer- i3 pounds on the Chicago market,
(
lificates without written examination or was rather above the normal weight
that
From
vicinity.
jn the basis of
any of the last three
In one area on the Targhee forest in
tbove named methods should at once file
[dalio
get water only twice during j
sheep
blanks
which
requests for application
will be ready for distribution on or the four months summer grazing season.
but the
tbout July 1st. These requests should There is no water on the range,
driven to a nearby stream
îe addressed to the State Superintendent «beep are
Lambs
lower down the mountain side.
if Public Schools, Augusta, Maine.
ou
After September 1, 1914, no person can from this range weighed 65 pounds
egally be employed as teacher of any the Chicago market.
public school in Maine uuless he holds a
The First Gettysburg Victim.
State teachers' certificate or a non reIn spite of the dire prophecies regard-1
newable permit to teach.
who
The first written examination of candi- ing the number of the old veterans
of the
dates for elementary grade certificates, would perish under the strain
under the provisions of the new act for recent Gettysburg reunion, the event
did not prove so bad, but there were, as
the State certification of teachers will be
held Friday, August 29, 1913. After might be expected, some deaths, and
AuJanuary I, 1914, written examination of the first was that of a Maine man,
candidates for all grades of certificates gustus D Brown of Livermore Palls,
after
will be held regularly on the last Fridays, who died Sunday afternoon soon
Mr. Brown
»f January aod June. Further informa- reaching the battlefield.
tion as to the places of examination will ( was 73 years of age, a native of Chesterville. Πη enlisted in the first Maine cav-1
be sent on application.
airy in 1861 and served until 1865. He
Mcallister-Uiiee.
! was in 40 battles and received wounds at
There was a qniet wedding at the the Wilderness which from gangrene
Immeof Mr. aod Mre George M. Giles ( nearly cost him his life. Coming home
of South Parie Thursday eveoiog, when on furlough, he stayed long enough only
to get strong enough to return to the
was united
their daughter, Adelaide L
He was in the fearful battle of
in marriage with Clistou A. Mcallister of front.
he
Auburn. Only the immediate relatives Gettysburg. An orderly sergeant,
of the contracting parties were present, j stuck to his post while some of the othIiev. C 1 Spear officiated, using the ers hid through fear. He was the fathdouble ring service. The bridal couple er of Kimball Post at Livermore Palls of
stood under an arch of evergreen and j which for many years be was commandthe
daisies. They were unattended. Miss er. Por forty years he has been
Marion Sturtevant, a cousin of the bride, leader of the Methodist class. Also he
the older
played Mendelssohn's wedding march. < was the faithful teacher of
same
The bride was gowned in shadow lace class in Sunday school for the
number of years.
over Det, with satin trimmings, and carried a shower bouquet of piuks and
Uoct
I nvpd One»
roses.
Her going away gown was of tan
Ια memory of Urn. Annie Swett, who
eponge.
Refreshments were served after the entered into rest April 13, 1913

News was received here Sunday of the ceremony.
opposite.
The bridal couple have spent the past
of Kred C.
death at St. Agathe, Ρ 1}
Manufactur
Paris
of
the
factory
of South Paris, who few days at South Paris, and in a carformerly
Briggs,
shut down Thursday night, and had beeu ill for some time with an af riage drive to Lovell, and have now gone
in.
w,
,'uain shut down through this faction of the throat. His mother, Mrs. to Auburn, where their home is to be.
we.'k f»r the usual summer vacation, Louise J
Mr. Mcallister has a position in the
Briggs, was with him at the
<k Gross at
•ta
ig up again next Monday.
time of his death, and other members of shoe factory of Field Bros.
Auburn. The bride is a graduate of
Delta Alphas were guests at-will the family have been there for some
Paris High School, and after her graduaof ν
liena Tribou at Captain Tribous time during the past few weeks. Mr.
'Γ. Briggs tion was employed for a number of
rw at Lake I'ennssseewassee last Brines leaves two sons, Harold
in the Democrat
aud Donald S. Briggs, his niutber, and years as a compositor
w< k, spending such time there »»
all of office. For the past year and a half she
one sister, Mrs.
Morton,
Agnes
and
coming
ha
and
going
ρ port unity,
a
compositor and linotype
South Paris. He was born in Paris, has been
as 'hey pleased.
She
on the Lewiston Journal.
Aug. 25, liitiO. The remaius will be operator
Ν
John Mmoson ha* a curiosity in brought to South Paris on the afternoon is a member of Mount Pleasant Kebekah
•
is highly
tu of a two-headed
train Monday, and arrangements for the Lodge aud of the Delta Alphas,
esteemed by all who know her, and has
n
t alive, if it was it would probably funeral will be made after arrival here.
be
>rth its weight In gold; It · pr*"
many friends in South Paris and elsewhere to wish her happiness.
,r·.
But It has four eyes
A Quiet Fourth, A5 Usual.
in alcohol
air
v*o bills just the same.
Or rather, more than usual. Had it
Civil Service Examinations.
cot been for the occasional blowing of
-ν M Wheeler of Wakeflsld. Mass.,
of crackers
An open competitive examination for
i.ere Thursday ni«hr, and1 on horns and a desultory tiring
ur
the day, it might the position of rural mail carrier, for Ox
v.;
Uv. with P. E. Hathaway, went to aud pistols through
Indeed, ford County, will be held at Norway and
have beeu taken for Sunday.
a stay of
for
Pond
at
SbagK
^,up
From
26.
|
few days. His father, P. Ε VN heeler, many people who remained in the vil- Runiford, on Saturday, July
lage for the day found it difficult to get he result of this certification is expect-1
j Led them M"tday morning.
ed to bo made to till a vacancy in the porid of the Sunday feeling.
Erneet
Mr. and Mr.. Geo. B.
Nor was there much the night before sition of rural carrier at West Paris, and
1· t rocket! Mrs L. S. Fairbanks, Miss
to disturb sleep. The streets were well elsewhere as vacancies may ocour. Full
Morton
Julia
P.
Miss
K·.. el C Crockett,
policed, and none of the church bells particulars and application blanks can
» il Miss S. E. Porter have been a
Celebrators be obtained of the postmaster at any of
were allowed to be rung.
V wrbaoks' camp at Comoord Pond for a there were, and more or lees joy juice *be places named, or of the U. S. Civil
oiimbM of days, and a pufftoaι of the showed its effects, but on the whole it Service Commission at Washington.
Examinations are also announced on
party will remain for a lonRer time.
was about the quietest
night before in
number of en**
years. No damage to property or seri- July 21 and July 23 for a
Some shortage of
f
Applicants are
ous mischief is icported.
gineering positions.
bouze was caused by the
For public amusement the only adver- not required to present themselves at
•y Sheriff THu·, aided by the
The positions to
was the ball
games at tbe any particular place.
,w
During the week before he took tised affair
senare:
of several packages of liquor fair grounds, between Paris and Norway be filled are all for males, and
no
These games brought
ior structural engineer, structural engitown teams
'n
the express « ffioe
the Paris fans. In the fore- neer, senior civil engineer, civii engineer,
lots, and all of them bave been llbeed. real joy to
noon Norway was the victor by a score senior inspector of car equipment, inexecir
of
«be
Hon. James S. Wright
of 2 to 0, both scoros being made in the spector of car equipment, senior electriattended first
council, and Mrs
inning. In the afternoon it went cal engineer, electrical engineer, senior
tl
w
semi
centennial
the Gettysburg
from bad to worse, aud loose playing b> inspector of motive power, inspector of
which
winded
Haines'
Governor
party,
Pat is was largely responsible for a sec- motive power, senior railway signal enthe council and the governor s staff. Mr ond defeat
by Norway, to the tune of 12 gineer, railway signal engineer, senior
her*
and Mr·. Wright started from
mechanical engineer, mechanical engitot).
Tuesday morning, leaving I ortland thai
Also there vras the union Sunday neer, senior architect and architect.
There
Grove.
Gibson's
night.
at
Particulars may be obtained from the
School picnic
had been considerable comment on tbe Civil Service Commission, as in the other
Mrs NUry Hall, who
unwisdom of having this picnic on the case.
I. L. K«ple>
vs ith her daughter. Mrs.
seeuied
I'awbuska, Oklahoma, la with friend· G'orious Fourth, but the event
for it
(leography Extraordinary.
l.ere to spend tte rest of the summer it to indicate that it was a good day
Two traveling men, evidently strangers
her old home town, bbe ^rived tht after all. Three hayracks were tilled,
ι,rut of last week.
Hereon. Herbert F besides numbers who went by car and in this part of Maine, were discussing
l of Kansas City, accompanied hei boat or other means of conveyance, and their routes at the dinner table at Hotel
Andrews. One of them had come from
a rough count of the people in the grove
here and remained a few days.
showed that there were nearly if not Kumford that forenoon.
Mrs. Elizabeth McKenney and be·
"How did you get here from Rumqnite three hundred there. Tbe afltir
daughter, Mrs, Maraton, of Auburn re was as enjoyable as anything could be ford?" asked the other.
Ε
bhurt
at
A.
ceotly visited a few day·
"Came across by automobile stage to
on such a torrid day.
left1 a. Mrs. McKenney'a Ûret husband
A· for weather, tbe day was about a Bryant's Pond, and then over the Grand
Mrs
of
brother
Charles Tribou, was a
two Trunk."
good match for the Fourth of the well
ShurtlefT. Uer home i· now with bei
"Well, coming that way, what's the
years preceding, the mercury going
Mr#
Auburn.
lue, Everett Tribou, in
of first station after you leave Bryant's
up into the nineties, and the business
ι·
wei
but
is
S°.
of
of Pond?"
age,
McKenney
year·
keeping cool was about all that many
preserved, and active for a woman ο ei the people wanted.
"I don't remember for certain, but my
business
year·.
recollection is that it is Jay Bridge."
The picture shows did a good
lots
few
a
were
For the liret t me «ince the aummei in the evening, and there
Notice.
the
schedule went into effect on the Oram of private fireworks, but even at that
as
Until further notice all sprinkling of
Trunk, the afternoon trains croaaea ν olosing hours of the day were about
lawns and gardens is limited to one hour
s..oth l'aris Thursday afternoon. How calm as the rest of it.
the
per day and must be done between
don't tell your neighbor that the l>em
and 8 o'clock at night.
1
crat said the down train was on
Carroll Taylor's Buildings Burned. bours of 0:30
alwill
be
Reasonable street sprinkling
Thursday afternoon, because the Uemo
lowed nntil farther notice.
crat hasn't said «ο, and the tram wae°
TOTAL LOSS 1» BNCKFIKLU FIBK, WITH
This rule is made by the Water Board
on time; but It was only
»hout twen
NO IN'St KAJiCK.
more because of waste of water than beminutes late, and they made the ο
cause of the extreme dry weather.
train wait for It.
Pkr Okdbk Watkk Boabd.
the
morning
8
o'clock
Saturday
About
ietween forty and fifty of the joungei
In tbe westof
Carroll
Taylor
buildings
scholar·· of the
Unlveraallat
Last Tuesday was the hottest day
of Buckfield were
with one exception ever recorded in
School, and a number of the grown-up ern part of thebetown
in
was
one
No
tire.
on
Portland siuce the weather bureau stamaking a party which counted UP 1 discovered to
and the cause of
sixty iu all, attended the picnic arrang I the house at the time,but
tion was established there over forty
had
it
gained
for them at
Penley'a Grove Wednesday the tire Is unknown,when discovered so years ago.
sufficient headway
Thongb the gro/e la ao near the
to check
the children were not deprived of toe : "that It was not only Impossible
FOR CUTS, BURNS AND ERUISES.
save any of the
!
hayrack ride, for J. A. Thurlow too It but also impossible to furniture
and
In every home there shoald be a box
th*m to the grove and home again, oe furnishings. Buildings,
and there was of Bucklen'a Arnica Salve, ready to apside· giving then a ride about the vi
clothing were a total lose,
formerly in ply in every case of burns, cuts, wounds
lage As a piccic the affair wu a gre· t no Insurance, the policy
not been re- or scalds. J. H. Polanco, Delvalle, Tex.,
force having run ont and
•access in all tte featurea, especially tn<
hundred dol- R. No. 2, writes: "Bucklen's Arnica
loach. Thia picnic was arranged for to » newed. Tbe loss is several
Salve saved my little girl's out foot. No
'
•mailer scholars of the achool, aa it wa
worked one believed It coola be cured." The
Mr Taylor has for some years
feittbat it was too much to undertak
the Mountain world's best salve. Only 25c. Recomtog so far with so many little u°®· * » for J. F. Howland on
mended by the ChM. B. Howard Co.
the union picnic at Gibaon'a oa Friday View Farm in Pari·.
tb

NORWAY.

Maine New· Note*.

No More Robins for Pies.

It ia certainly cause {or rejoicing to
the lover· of blnd-Mfethat by the recently
Downie <t Wheeler's circns shows enacted Weeks law, so called, of conhere July 21st.
Announcement else- gre··, migratory bird· are to be given
where in this paper.
protection by the United State·, and are
not to be subject to the law· or lack of
Wm. K. Holmes and family of Southlaw· of the various atatea which would
ington, Ct„ came last week to A. L. tend to their extermination.
Holmes' for the vacation.
Under this law, insectivorous birds,
T. W. Marshall of South Portland, including robins, larks, etc., are protected
at all times in all states, and similar
general contractor, was in town last
week looking after the sewer job.
protection is given the smaller shore
birds and other species which have been
0. L. Stone of Norway supplied the
reduced in number.
pulpit at the Congregational church Sun- greatly
As the United State· is given to enin
the
absence
of
Rev.
Mr.
day,
McWhorforcing its statute*, there is reason for
ter.
hoping that the spectacle, common in
Mrs. Barnes' division will bave a food the South, of a man bringing in a big
sale at the store of F. N. Wright on Fri- bag of robins or other of our bird friends,
day afternoon of this week at 3:30 shot for "sport" or a potpie, will be
seen no more.
o'clock.
For those birds which are classed as
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Brett, Miss Georis permissible to
game and which it
gia Brett, aud Fred Bartletr of Beverly,
the country is divided into two
.Mass have been guests at C. E. Brett's shoot,
zones, with different close time in each.
for the past few days.
Spring shootiog is not permitted anyM. M Mason, who has been with hit) where. In the northern zone the open
sisters, Mrs. L. Ë. Bean and Miss Cora J. season allowed on the four classes into
Mason, for some weeks, has returned to which the game birds are divided is as
follows:
his farm at West Bethel.
1. Water fowl—Sept. 1-Dec. 15.
1. W. Fogg and family of Gorham,
2. Rail—Stpt. 1 Dec. 1.
3. Wool cock—Oct l.Dec. 1.
E. Wilson's
N. 11
were guests at H.
4. Shore birds—Sept. 1-Dec. 15.
from Thursday to Sunday. Mrs. Fogg
No shootiog whatever is allowed of
is a sister of Mrs. Wilson.
cranes, or the columbidae—doves, pigThe Philathea Class of the Baptist
eons, etc.
Sunday School will meet with Mrs.
Λ closed season until September 1,
Frank Turner Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
1918, is established for band tailed
A large attendance is desired.
pigeons, little brown, sandhill aod
Sergt. Shirley Chapman and bride whooping cranes; swans, curlew, all
have been guests of bis mother, Mrs. ihore birds exceot black breasted and
Florence Chapman, for the past few golden plover, Wilson or jack snipe,
days. Sergt. Chapman is in charge of wood duck, greater and lesser yellow
the recruiting office of the United States legs.
Wood duck in addition are given a
army is Lewiston.
:losed season to Sept. 1, 1918, in the folMis· Charlotte Giles, who has been
owing states: Maine, New Hampshire,
for a number of years in the office of the
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Mason Manufacturing Co. here, went
Donnec'icut, New York, New Jersey,
Monday morning to Portland, where she Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
will have a position in the Portland
IVt·' Virginia and Wisconsin.
thee of the company.
This law, and the regulations estabThe ladies of Miss Eva Swett's divi- ished under it by the department of
of igriculture, as briefly outlined above,
sion are invited to meet at (he home
Mrs J. W. Chute Tuesday, July 8, at 3 ;ake precedence of all state laws upon
he subject, and constitute the most
P. M., to discuss business of mighty im1
iweeping action ever taken by the counportance. Never tniud if the thermome
ter soars aloft, nrtke a special eflort to
ry in the protection of its wild life.
the weekend.·

otFica.
joi ra pakis post
7 *> a. m. to 7.30 ». n.

iiSce

speeding

Mis· Diana Wight of ftilead is
visiting
her brother, John Wight.

PRICE CLOTHIER,
....

MAIN

SUMMER MILLINERY

of W.

for past favors and solicit
continuance of 6ame and shall con*
tinue to give them our best efforts,
good protection and a good square
business deal.

County

GOODS

FANCY

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

KIDNEY PIUS
FOLEY
BACKACHE MONEYS
βLAO91· | J^BOWKER BLOCK,
#08

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

AND

V,
J
V

Ground

Boots

Gripper

THE WATER CURE

I

Enough

People

The Price is $5.00.

Ε. N. SWETTSHOE CO,
Opera House Block,

"and each a
^better loaf than
'you have evermade

Telephone 3S-2.

before—youre if
you will

only

specify Wil-

liam Tell

when vou
order flour.

Just as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things

Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
As Soon as it's Cut .Mb

to eat that

good

flour makes.
All extra nutritious, too, because William
Tell is milled byi
our special process
from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest grown»

to smoke cool and
Then it is bound to be fresh
hasn't a chance to
moisture
natural
sweet—because the
reason
the
experienced smokers stick to
escape. That's
Sickle
the good old
plug—slice off a fresh pipeful as they
the original flavor and fragrance
all
it—and
need
get
the
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by
—

natural leaf wrapper.

their
These smokers could save a minute's time by getting
dried
be
also
up,
would
it
know
cut
up—but they
tobacco already
would burn fast and bite their tongues.

Youll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you'll
more
tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. <Your
get
dealer sells Sickle.

The Best Medicine Made
for Kdney and Bladdcrlroubles"

A. K.

S

HURTLE*· Κ 4

S. E. NEWELL 4

CO.,

CO..

Academy

Hebron

Founded

1804.

Hebron, Maine.

Boys. Send for catalogue.

Fur Girls aud

23-28

Parents, Read this Letter!

letter from a prominent Main·
in regard to a sickness of one of
his children from which ! (juoteas follows:
"Our vo-vcar-old baby was very sick
two vlirferent times anil we came near
a
losing her. We had the best doctors,
but they did not know what the trouble
was. In the first sickness she had high fever
for several days, and the doctor said it acted
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
Aftercases he did not think it could be.
wards she broke out in a rash all over her
body. The last sickness was similar and
the doctor was puzzled. She was very
nervous and we feared we would lose her.
Your Dr.True's Elixir was recommended,
and after two days' u;e she passed several
worms from two to three inches in length,
and is now well and strong and sleeps at
nights without fretting, tossing and starting
in a fright as she did formerly."
I will be glad to furnish this clergyman's name and addrett to anyone who
cares to write to me.
I have

a

clergyman

We have just received 3 Car Load ci toe Trucks.
We still have a

Farm

large lot of

Machinery.

N.B.—True's Elixir is the best known
remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.

Purely vegetable, pleasant to take and
entirely harmless. ExpeUstomach worms
and pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
Yours for better heahh,

Cement Blocks and Brick
For

13 Drummond St., Auburn, Me.

WANTED.

Building Purposes.

A. W. WALKER & SON
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

Neponset Paroid Roofing.
Warm in Winter

Live Poultry of all kinds
especially Broilers.

Weighed

of arrival.
Write

9S6-3.

A

or

WM. H. BAILEY &
lîtf

7 East Turner

G. H.

Farm

Dump

Longer Than Shingles.

'phone
and

SON,

St., Auburn, Maine.

PENLEY,

Kineo

Range

Wagons,
Carts,

Horse Shoeing

and

by L. S. Billings, South Paris.

King

prices

References National Shoe
Leather Bank, Auburn.
Crates Furnished

Costs Less Than Metal

Sold

for

us

day

on

MANUFACTURER.

Cool in Summer
Wears

and remitted for

Jobbing.

G. H.

Free !

PENLEY,

South Paris, Maine.

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,

R. F. D. a, South Paris, Me·

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE,
on or

free

a

before Tuesday. Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each

VARIETY

HOBBS'
a

receipt

counted

NORWAY,

STORE

or

coupon will be given valued
such in the final count.

or

as

purchase amounting
as

to

25

cents from either

S. J. RECORD & SON,
5 of the advertisements,

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any sclentlBc Journal. Terms. |> a
four months, $L Bold by all newsdealers.

year :

to be
24"ύυ

S Co.3818»·*"»· New York
MUNN
Branch OŒoe. <06 F ft.. Washington, D. CNOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the laat
wllllanil testament of
RUTH ANN PRATT, Late of Part·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
June 17th, 1913.
BOSK L. DAVIS.
36-87

a new word, and I don't
know what il signifies. I want you to
understand that I'm the exclusive word"
maker on this planet
"That's one word you didn't make
anyway," said Eve, and Adam was
thoughtful for a minute. Theo he went

on:

"Jour proposition to clean the

won't do at
sons

why.

all, and there
First, women

cave

five reabave never

are

boy marking
knife, would

pencil

be cbastlaed publicly
before the whole aobool or pay a fine of
|5. Besides the rule there was a ruler;
I knew' it becaaae I had felt It; H was a
darned hard one, too.
"One day I had to tell my father that
I had broken tbe rale, and had to
or

pay a fine or take a public whipping,
and he aaid :
"
'8am, it would be too bad to have
the name of Clemens disgraced before
the whole school, so I'll pay the fine.
But I don't want you to lose anything,
ao cume

upstairs.'

"A few minute· later I came down
with a bad feeling and the S5, and I decided that as I had been punished once,
and got used to it, I would not mind getting the other licking at school. So I

timony

CoV

"■.".nd

The KEELEY INSTITUTE

whipped

ni
Tlie real ol»l fashioned Turk Indeed,
In
Sir Chnrlps Eliot shows, reveals his
»
herlted nomadic instincts l>y treating
in
house merely as a place to camp
Rooms are not assigned to special pur
"You sit in a room and writ*
poses
When you are hungrj
on your hand.
Λ little table Is brought in
νοιι «-all.
and you eat. When you want to g<> tc
of rugs Is laid in a corner
lied a

preferred stock.
per
Lewiston, Augusta & Waterville
R. R. 6 per cent preferred stock.
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent
cent

having

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

Pleasant Street,
MAINE.
NORWAY

KILLthe COUCH

ing come into their heads. Some
on the floor, eating with theii
a low
fingers off broad dishes placed on
table. One was taking a siesta In tlu

CURE

Ann

squatting

Disabused His Mind.
At a London theater the other night,
when a well known actress was weeping bitterly on the stage, a sensitive
countryman burst into tears and wept

Dr.

FOR Colds'8

"What are you making that row
for?" asked a neighbor.
"I'm thinking o' that poor creature'!
distress." was the reply.
VWliat? Don't you know she'e paid

ΑΛΊ»

I'lca»e call ami

HEART.

The

consists in removing the cause.
Foley Kidney Pills so tone up and
strengthen the kidneys that they keep
the blood free of poisons and urio acid
crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen

joints, backache, urinary irregularities,

tnd disturbed heart action. Try them.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E.
Newell Λ Co., Paris.
"Did you get a

married?"
"Sir, do you

fright when

mean

jou were

to insult my wife?"

top.

lemon puddino.

Melt

,

one

nSnutes.

j>at*®r®JI

ouflle.

If asubatltute is offered yon for Foley
HAWAIIAN BALAD.
I ] Sidney Pills, It means a cheaper mediChoose any brand of Hawaiian
« ans Is proceed upon yon for the dealer's
ile and drain the alloea carefully. Piece >roflt, not for yours.
Foley Kidney
ne slice ou each .erring P «te, wMob
tils may cost the dealer more than a
already hold· the blanched ieavea from < heap substitute, but tbey give better
hearts. In the center of Ibe . etults than any other kidney and blad>i neap pie plaoe a «mall ball of Ko«jaefort I < 1er medicine.
Ask for Foley Kidney
whlch baa been aofiened unUli
Mils. A. E. Shnrtleff Co., Sonth Paris:
mold* «lib . lilt. .«■
I I. E. Newell Λ Co., Paris.
Add a few broken nut·, or omit
nilk
« preferred. And of course a
Mrs. Knagg—Have you been telling
-Hd flavored cheeee may be used, but t he neighbors tbat you are henpecked?
;
he Roquefort cheeae is peculiarly *·ΡΡ*
Mr. Knagg—Why, yon know, my love,
)resa with a French drawing lo *hlch is
wouldn't have the nerve to say a thing
dded two tablespoonfuls
of
«umy 1 Ike that.
\ eaten cream.
1 Don't nae a cough medicine
containing

!

Pl™£

a

bargain.

Organs

Two squate

price.

A

lot of second hand organs that I will

any old

at

see

them.

are

r

rer:

Hauth,.
,· Hi·,,

ir.

Charlea B. Davla late
lor determination ·.·
tax presented by Charlc
trator.

petition

r

lr.Ui'.i-

-a

ance

«•28
Clara E> Hamlin laU' if S
will and petition for probat· t:
by ltose K. Ilaoillnan l Kloiei
ecutrlcea therein named.

1

!·.·>.·ι

price.

John K. IVikhI late of I'arl
and petition for probate there.
Alice C. Wood, the executrix tbei
Nevlii C. Iterry late of lllr.ia..
iietlllon for order to distribute bain
lng in his hands presented by Krank
executor.
\ DDI SON Ε. II KltltlCK, Judge of said L>.
A true copy— attest r
ALIIKKT I). PARK, Ufglst
25 27

tasiern sieamsHiD Gorooraii
Elaine *t«'aiiislii|> l.iun

Leave Franklin Wharf, I'orUati I, u
Sundavs imo p. in. Retui.
Τ p. m
--un lays at 7
Huston week lays an I
"tcamshlp* Ransom It. Fuller an·! It:».
Kurt· brlwrrn l*« et In ml nml IlimtOi·
^l.'i'i. .Stateroom* )l.nti nml f I.S<

liit-rnattonal Line steamship Calvin
and <·ον. Cobb leave· lto*ton at '.· a. m
I'orti
■lay.-, Wed ne*· lay* an·! frlday *
in. lui' Kawport, Lubec and St. John, S

Λ

M

I'nriland nml Hot kliiiwl I
Steamer Muiihe/an leaver Port u
days, Thursdays an·) Saturday» at Τ
Rockland an·! Intermediate lui. I

■><■

»

Portland and Uoollibii) l

int*

Catherine leaves Port
I Fridays at Τ
Itoothbay anil Intermediate Ian
Kxpress Service for Freight, .1
Steamer

Come in and Wednesdays an

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos always in stock at prices
that

,„t

Boston and Portland îjiu

I will sell al low

sell

Λ,

Ilanlrl T. Fren. h
ceased; llrataccount ι··■
Walter P. Perkins, a

Inclusive.

Second hand Pianos and

pianos

Jamea E. Col., J
llrst account ρ rem
W. Cole, administrai

Direct between Portland an.'
leave Franklin Wh·
Thur»days and Saturdays .it '·
Mondays,1<ΐ'3ιι λ. Μ June i-i t

Organs
for sale at

Hula A. Wentl-i
tltlon for llcenc
presented by Ma

steamers

Marine Insurance.

For reservations an·! all In'
CLAY, Λ Kent, Kranklln

II. Λ.

v>

right.

Send for catalog.

HIGH

GRADE PRINTING

W.J.Wheeler,

at the

Billings' Block, South Paris.

DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

1

soon

be here and

Ladies'Vici Oxfords Rubber Heels

W. 0.

constipate

only stifle
Examine the label and if
ind asthma may be greatly alleviated by ι t close Intervals, press out the liquid, : be cough.
the use of Foley's Honey and Tar Com· ι nd tben rub. In no other way will the * be medicine contains these harmful
plates refuse It. Foley's Honey and
pound. It has a soothing effect on the t Dole be so evenly dlatrlbnted.
'ar Compound contalna no opiates, is ,
uncus linings, and relieves the gasping !
1
ealing and soothing. A. E. Shurtleff «
ind tickling sensation In the throat and ! Rub a aoft bread-crust over yonr
Dronohlal tubes. A. E. Shurtleff Co., ■ corcbed cloth and the burn will dla- (~ o., South Parle. S. E. Newell Λ Co.,
tela.
krath Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Paris, ι ppaar.

ij

Frothingham,

South Paris,

*···.- The
The kind

··

PRICES S7.00, 8.50, 11.50, 14.50.

\

Dayton

15 MARKET

|I

See

SQUARE,

Them

'Phone, 18-81.
ί-

=

Bolster Co.
SOUTH

J

s

.. η

<

lir

payment Immediately.
OTI S M. RlcilA
June 17th, 101.1.

s

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives n. tl··
been duly appointed executor of th

>1Λ"

iti »'·r

NOTICE.

·■ tl it I·'
The «ubscrlber hereby (fives notl.
of tin'
has liecn duly appointed administrai
estate of
I,
Hut!
JOHN C. F. DOTKX, late of
; «Ken
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ar.
AU person! Ι·;ινΙηκ
bonds as the l*w directs.
.1 ·· : »f<
demands against the estate of said dec·
»" 1
desired to present the same for settlement,
to maic laall Indebted thereto are

PARIS, ME.

requested

WILLIS K.titMLP·

iVi7

NOTICE.
tl'it be
The eubecriltcr hereby (fives notl·'*
«>f the
has been iluly appointe·! admli.l-tralor
estate of
l'ail»,
f
late
ANGELINK T. FORBKS.
and
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
All person* hivlntf
bonds a» the law directs.
ί··'·*"**1
»aM
demands against the estate of
«lenient,
are desired to present the same for
w n;»»»'
and all Indebted thereto are requested
-.

payment Immediately.
ARTHUR Κ FOKBMJune 17th, 1913.
2537

_

NOTICE.
that II* J
The subscriber· hereby give notice tlic l*»1
of
nave been duly appointed executors
will and testament of
GKOROK WISE, late of Paris.
All per»""
In the County of Oxford, deceased.
1
demands
agaln*t the s*tate offor
tiavlng
same
the
«ejt·^w
3easc<Tare desired to present

requested

are
ment, and all Indebted thereto
uake payment Immediately.
All VILLA W.
June 17th, 1013.

Î5.27

t

>°r
«

<

ar*

MOTIt'K.
The subscrilier hereby (fives η
ha* been duly appointe·) exc<
will aud testament of
HKNRY W. 1'OOR. late .i<
In the County of Oxford, de· ·■.<
All |
bonde a·* the law dlreetH.
il
demand» against the estate of
are desired to present the same f..:
and all Indebted thereto are re.jin 1·

ment Immediately.
June 17th, 1913.

we

And

»

■

have sold for IB years.
Have always given satisfaction.
Call

1,1

and testament of
ANSON Μ. Μ Λ RTIN, late of < u
ors·)"
County of Oxford, deceased. Λ dl
having demands against the estât· f
^
ceased arc desired to present the -a
tlement, and all Indebted thereto an t
make payment Immediately.
MILLARD D. MAltTI
e :17th, 1013.
June

Refrigerators.

Cold, Dry Air Kind

NOTICE.
The subseril>er hereby jrlve*
has been duly appointe·! exe·!.::
will ami testtment of
UKORGK K. RICHARDSON.
in the County of Oxford, 'lessons havlnx demands against t»i·
•leeeased are desired to present t
settleirent, an>l all Indebted tin
•jiiested to make payment Immédiat·
June 17th, 1913.
ANNKTTK Κ fill II
96-37

In the

Maine.

The Baldwin

he·;,

or

$3.50

$3>oo, 3.50
$3>oo
$2.50, 3.00
$2.00, 2.25, 2.50
$1.50

A full line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords, Pumps
and Banfort Sandals.

îib.

morphine. They
pium
[: be
bowels and do not cnre,

$4.00
$3.50

....

S
hSK

The agonizing discomfort and sense of
A new uae for a medicine dropper. Fill
inffocatlon that accompany hay fever I t with hair tonic and, parting the balr

!

«α

and

Ladies' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Bluclier Oxford

tablespoonful

amount of flour and rub
"Haven't you a handsomer chafing
imootb* add one and one-balf cupful· of , iish than that?" asked the customer.
nilk, tlien the fish and potato
"You want something even
more
md cook five minutes. Cool, add the , irnamental than this?"
îaaten volks of three eggs, then th·
"Yes. I want one so beautifnl and ex>eaten whites, turn into a
tensive tbat my wife wouldn't think of
η»
dilih and bake slowly tlilrty-five ,
to cook anything in it."
Serve Immediately as for any rylng
same

Agent.

Pianos

Lad iea'Dull Button and Blucber Oxford May fair
Ladies' Pat Dull Calf and Russet Pumps

cj*°PP^

idd the

ami hear them.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

Ladies1 Russet Button and Blucber Oxford Patrician
Ladies' Russet Button and Blucber Oxford Mayfair

■later
loe.

RECORDS.

Ladle·' Pat Button Oxfords Patrician
Ladies' Dull Calf Button and Blucber Oxford Patrician

I,

Mother (at the shore)—Now, yon must
be very discreet with the yonng men you

»ee

(

LADIES' OXFORDS

and add the juice of threegood
lemons with the grated rind of one ΓΗΕ DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "THE
lemon and two tableapoonfnlaof
SUMMER GIRL" AND "THE SUMwalnuts. Fold in the white· of three
MER WOMAN."
.««β beaten until stiff *nd bake Id a I
a "good
While the former Is
buttered pudding dish until it sets.
| time" tbe latter Is toohaving
often dragging
OODFISU PUFF.
ironnd nervous, run down, tired out,
Pare and allce enough Ρ°*ιο··
with aohing back and weary limbs, sleepmake one pint, add one pint of codfiah
ess and wretched.
Often it Is kidney
picked in email pieces. Place in a "°oe· irouble not female trouble and
Foley
pan, cover with oold water
Sidney Pills are a direct and positive
ilowlf-to boiling point. Drain off this
ielp for the condition. A. E. Shnrtleff
cover with boiling water and cook ,
X, South Paris; 8. E. Newell Λ Co.,
intil the potato Is done; drain wd mash Paris.

Instead of enduring the daily torment
of weak back, baekacbe, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that impulse to take Foley Kidney Pill·.
They co-operate with nature, which aoconnts for their success In all kidney
and bladder disorders. They are healing, strengthening and tonic.
Obey
that Impulse to-day and give them a
ohance to help yon. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.

GRAPHOPHONE

DISC

llllllrr

t\

..

17tf

DOUBLE

..

Sophia II. IIhvIs late of S tv.
will and petition for probate ti
by Krances 11. Smith, the ex·
named.

VERNAL EDWARDS,
South I'arï*.

COLUMBIA

too."—London (Jlol>e.

j oj

Ml

for one horse team

"Of «-ourse not"
"Then ail I've got to say Is she's a
And up he got and
deceitful huss.v."
went out. "Twenty (tournis a week,"
he was muttering as he moved into tin
street, "and to kick up all that row

executor.

Anule E. Tucker late
llret accouut presented for ai
h Uray, administrator.

General Team work

real?"

■■.■

ν'ιί.

ί

aimlulstrator.

AND

Tel. 11 β

Ulchariison,

Erlon \V. Flint of Swc
for lleeiiBC to Hell and
tented by Susie C. ί lut, „·
Harold L. S. and Oil».·
Parle, War.Ik, llrst
anec by William I.

Charlea P. Davla late

Gardens Plowed

Do
not

·>

··

Clark C. llurk late ol
ilnai account presented for ilk

|>etllloii for order to dUirli
ing In hie hands present d

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

audibly.

!,λ

LUMCS

th£

pair of Oxfords, my stock
you will need
has many styles and qualities.

,Λ

County

George P. Tucker
llret account pre-ei.t. I
Li. Uray, administrator
C'barlea L. Ilollnml
ceased ; petition for the
eral Inheritance tax pre··
Allen, heir at law.

King's
New Discovery
w,th

corner."—St. James' Gazette.

Diseases They Have In 8cotland.
Has Scotland still its own word for
Dean Itamsay relates that
measles?
In 177Γ» Mrs. Hetty Mulrhead. who kept
a boarding school for young ladles in

Savings

Banks.
Other desirable bonds and stocks.

were

£20 a week to do that?"
"Eh? Twenty pounds a week!
you mean to say her crylng's

for

preferred stock—Legal

s
and y»u go to sleep on it." Then
ir
scene at VIIdiz-secretaries working
red plush rooui furnished in Euro
a
sit ling curlec
pea η style. "Some were
up in armchairs, with their inkpotf
poised perilously on the arms, ihe idet
ν
a writing table never lia
of

jugtily

OBEY THAT IMPULSE!

i;s~

PROBATE ΛθΤΙ<
â'o all persone Interested In eh:
hereinafter naineil :
At a Probate Court, heM
of Oxford, on t
for the
of June, In the year of our I
nine hundred ami thirteen, ti.
having been presented for !
hereinafter Indicated, it 1That notice thereof be interested, by causing a cop.
published three weeks
ford Democrat, a new-]
Paris, In said County, v.
at a Probate Court to
the tblril Tuesday .if .lu..,
of the clock In the forenoon If they βeo cause

Cumberland County Power and Edwin Andrew· late of \V
ceased; secon account presented
Light Co. 5 per cent Bonds and β by Jamea s. Wright, executor.

pile

"Is your hasband easy to get along
Beat the yolks of three eggs, and mix with?"
with three-fourths cupful of •u8ar "d
"Easy? Why be doesn't even object to
nne tablespoonful of butter.
Beat tbor going to church suppers."

cago News.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate Afrenrv
Tel. 35-3
NORWAY, ME

—

Warm weather will

Brown—I wonder If Smith would In
dorse my note. Jonee—How long ha»
Brown—A month.
he known you?
Jones—I'm afraid that's too long.—Chi

..

For Sale.

City

tablespoonfu^

Candid.

No. 292. WHY NOT OWN THIS ii, ui·Locateil on a beautiful
in s,,u»h
srt"·
large lot of land that 1- Sx it r.. ι- «... ,
thrifty apple
mam
room cottHjre boujc conn. tiiv. 1.
,J
feet; cellar under entire but. Γι η. «ο.
"r'
veniencee to keep 2U0 hen-, it
-·« ac-i
wave that rent Itllf ! Only îl,·,
Semi for Catalogue.

i

season.

"J

ΤΛ

{***«

Send for Free Booklet.
All Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

said, as
in the morning feeling, as be
J. M. THAYER,
the
night
in
abroad
been
had
he
If
Pari* Hill, Me.
lfltf
invisible
power
some
wind, dragged by
the
uight
On
and ridden by witches.
PARKER'S
In the
of his death he slept alone.
HAIR BALSAM
dead
CleiDiei 4iid bcAutifief the luitj
morning they found him stretched
I
Promote» a loiumr.t Rrowth.
his
Never Pail· to 3ctu.r? Orajj
on (lie tloor with a bullet through
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
his
to
note
a
written
had
breast. He
Prevent· hair fallinir.
wife: "My brain burns. I must have
Kdwla Auilrtw·
rises
upon
dreum
walked, and a fearful
ceased; petition for I· :
I cannot bear the horrible thought.
me.
Inheritanc e tax present.
recollection
executor.
My brain burns as the
Nettle P. Tlrrell
the |κ>οι
grows." So intense bad been
to net 4 llret account présente
Bonds
of
Rockland
certain
make
to
that
fellow's anguish
Powent executrix.
shirt and per cent.
t annic II. Child*
his end lie had torn buck
Dis- will an t petition fur |.r
Water
Mexico
&
Rumford
of the pis
vest and placed the muzzle
oy Ueorge K. Chil l-,
<Ja· trict 4 per cent Bond»—Tax txempt. named.
toi to his naked flesh.—St. .lames'
Co.
Central Maine Power
5 per Edwartl E. TmiiiIiij
zette.
iinal account pri
Bonds
cent
Legal for Savings ceased;
by Otis M. Klchardson, exr. tu.n.
Banks.
Mert C. Ili-Ciiatrr late ,,f |,
Turk· Picnic at Home.
petition for determlnatloi
Maine & New Brunswick Elec- ceased;
"Simple life" picnicking in tlie houst
Inheritance tax preaeuted by V ·.
Js thoroughly understood by the Turk trical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds. executrix.

Brjted

bakljig

Inn·

U,'

WANTED.

of.juiiom.

XocM.

and disturbs the valvular action.

Scientific American.

sophistry."
"Sophiatry is

I

I

.lUSTCONSIDKKTIII·
>

A Fatal 81ββρ.
151 Congress Street, Portland, Maine
Hugh Miller, the Scottish geologist
Telephone 2224
illus
most
and writer, was one of the
who
ïeaa
trions of sleepwalkers. Miller,
In
had been addicted to somnambulism
his youth, found his restlessness return
"Teswhile he was engaged upon his
Yoaog stock to pasture the coming
of the Rocks." He used to wake

nj

«1°,

cure

advertisement cut

aordid problems of such a task. You
would lower yourself to the level of
mere man, aod that would be terrible."
"It certainly would."
"What do yon mean by tha'?"
Go on with your
"Never mind.

No. £*.1

%

Woo.

for this S5 acre farm, Ιο«·ηΙ·· .,n
niil'r > Λ w'7.
only Ave mile* from Norway Vniv.'
»r"·
tillage, bal., wood ami pa
«wilful
shore lot» on lake, tin youn,r
,Λ, Γ
to baMwlne, email fruit
,rr«·
.'''V
ami stable 24 τ 24 ft, pure «r
ln*
"e
to raise vegetable» ami ;,U!t
f„r <·, V
market. Quick sale |im

NO
Method· rational and humane.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
the
We have remedies which cure
Tobacco Habit and Nervoiunet· at bom·
without interfering with business.

gonaut

1β10"1^®

Don't overlook the grave faot that
rheumatism easily "settlea in the heart,"

largest number of this entire
from the Oxford Democrat to

aelf."
Adam turned a patronizing amile upon
lier, and answered: "cleaning up the
I couldn't
cave Is my work, Evey, dear.
let you soil your fair hand with the

FOR 35 YEARS
and still the beet because
we keep up to date always

i

1J.*'*®»

keep* 22 head of rattle, i,.v.
at Norway Centre, overlooking ·Λί..
?*"·4·ί
tains, only live mile* to the vl l, "...
? '[",ur·
church an·! «boo!, all rural
*
T,,u
Isa rare opportunity to ee· ure .it
ne UP ""-Ί
farm. Price
owner

SUCCESSFUL

York geolof cniil ImhIs until the New
beds in that
the
that
showed
ogists
The fosstate could contain no coal.
nre devosils in the rocks exploited
of the Pennnian. whereas the fossils
sylvania anthracite coal beds belong
later peto the carboniferous, η much
riod. This discovery at once stopped
η useless expenditure of money.—Ar-

_SALE

So.Wl. ONE or NORWAY··,
(ami», why? Because there are >.li».T up l»r,|
aire*
soil 80 acte» tillage, 71 limiter
«tiro*
I mil.
ture ; 200,000 feel pine a nl
Ul, p^.
hemlo. k
to
large area growing pine from s to ready
l> im-he»rmi
diameter. 400 cords poplar, epruce an t
le
r,*k, hu„
rtre.li ο 1 «·«»·
»>■—«-

For Liquor, Opium, Morphias
Md otlwr Drug Using.

peutedly
the earliest exploitation of anthracite
were fruitcoal thousnnds of dollars
York in search
lessly expended in New

ESTATE

FOR

Treatment

^0^ r,nJbiok.

RHEUMATISM AND THE

the

ont the dirt," Adam told her.
Tears went by, Cain and Abel were in
rompera, and atlll Adam bad not oleaned
tbe cave. Eve reminded, entreated aud
jawed, bat Adam put her off with
promlaea. At laat abe aaid:
"Tbia thing shall not go on any longer.
It was bad enough when you and I were
the only ones to consider, bat now tbe
ohildren are growing up and beginning
to wander around, and I'll not stand it
to see tbeir health and happiness endangered any longer. There's a wolf
under tbeir bed tbia very minute, tbe
pantry ia full of snakes and centipedes,
and tbe rats are keeping us poor. If yon
don't make Ibis home of ours aafe and
decent for the children, I'll clean it my-

primps

of wool. Napoleon to ruin the English
silk thread trade destroyed the world'»
ooiuo aod Iwo t.ble.poooful'
silk stock, which lay in Hamburg. In chopped
of Glasgow, asked a new
of Chopped green pepper for five
did and kept the $5."—London Tit Bite. the Trongate
this crisis the Paisley spinners turned Add
whether she iiad had smallpox.
one tablespoonlul of
pupil
labor
they
to cotton. After tremendous
How He Old It.
"Yes. mem." replied the girl. "I've had
cupful of thin cretin. Cook until tbofc
Cotton ened, tben add one
at last made cotton thread.
The poor old delinquent wait dragged
cupful of crab meat,
the sma'pox. the nlrls. the blab*, the
thread Is the world's chief thread to- either fresh or canned, and seasonings. up before bia honor again. And when
scay. the klnkhost and the fever, the
Seive on toabt.
the judge iouked at him he «hook bia
day.—Philadelphia Bulletin.
"Suiu'|h»x"
branks and the worm."
bead pityingly.
KOG9 IN BAKED POTATOES.
and even the vague "fever" might not
supporting a Husband In Wales.
"What
I
to
am
do
with
this
going
you
Scrub and bake aix large potatoes.
worry an English reader, but It needs
The quaint Pembrokeshire village of
time?" be mined.
When quite done, prick to
a glossary to interpret the others in
"Lemme off, your honor," begged the
Langwrn and the Gower village of steam then cut off the top·
l«Deth.w!*e
order as measles, nettlerush. itch,
Venclawdd have something In common of the Potatoes.
Remove the potato, prisoner.
'•Let you off? Why, I ought to give
wlutoplng cough, mumps and tooth
besides their Flemish connection. In mash and season. Use plenty of
,
a life sentence.
You are up before ache.—London Ta tier.
you
a
two
of
takes
or
more
woman
leading
place
both the
butter, this court About once a mmth
tablespoonfuls
as I repaprika .nd . «ratio*
At Langwm when a forthcoming marmember it.'
Half
fill
the
shell·
*Hb
Counterthrust.
potato
riage Is announced one often hears the
''No, sir. I ain't been up before your
mixture and arrange In a baking pan.
retort sa Id a senator
"A
good
very
exclamation. "Peggy, cau she keep a KmMk
six eegs, and slip one into each honor for more th'n » year!'
In an argument. "A very good retort
"If tbat is true, I'll be easy with you.
man?" At Penelnwdd when a young
cbe...
-M
Indeed! It reminds me of Weeks.
How did you manage to keep away from
married the very first and buttered aeaioned ο'»"'1'"
woman gets
"Weeks and Ids wife were «juarrel
thing some of the sourest old inalds iu a moderate oven until brown and the bere for a whole year?"
"Your honor gimme twelve months
ing.
ask Is: "Dear me! Ffonld mae hona'n eggs are set.
the last time."
"'The night yon proposed.' said Mrs.
Ο Β AH AM TOBTE.
myn'd 1 gndw gwr?" ("Dear me! How
Weeks, with a hard, scornfid laugh,
Is that one going to support a husfive
Separate
Who Really Knows?
eggs; beat the yolks
you acted like a fish out of water.'
band?").—Western Mall. Cardiff.
until thick and yellow, then add two
"Who discovered America?" asked the
"Weeks sighed.
level cuofnla of granulated sugar and
new teacher.
"
cream together. Grind enough graham
'But a very cleverly landed fish." he
Lazy Man.
said one boy.
"Columbus,"
said. In a musing voice."—Washington
"Toodles is the laziest man I know. crackers in the food chopper to make
"Lief Ericsou," answered a second.
ooe-b.lt coptola. Sllr lolo thla
Star.
"The Danes bad a colony in it before
He has an Invention flxed so that by
one
o.
pcder Ericson was born," declared a third.
merely pulling a wire In bed he can and teaapoooful
one half teaapoonful of salt.
Add
The teacher hadn't been used to classes
light the fire. But that don't seem to to the sugar and egg mixture wi
The hern Is commonly the simplest
ike this. She passed bastilj on to
nnnful
Improve matters any."
of sronnd nutmeats.
Final y,
Tit
lud obs ure>i of men
mother subject.
the whites of the eggs,
"Why not?"'
"He's too lnr.v to pull the wire."—St ■tiff and bake In two layer cake pane.
Ρ
Her Tribute.
Make the filling as follows: Heat one
Louis Post-Dispatch.
"I think I know my own failings," be
auDful of milk with one cupful of sugar
laid.
In a double boiler, add one
Purifying the Language.
"If you do," bis wife replied, "your
uf corn starch wet in a very little cold
The female red deer Is known as s
milk. Stir while it thickens, then cook knowledge takes a much wider range
red
The
a
doe.
not
[ban
I have ever given it credit for."
and
hind
young
fifteen minutes; pour over a beaten gg,
deer Is known not as a fawn, but as a return to the double boiler for a mo"How do you like onr new clergyman's
calf. These trifles are very shocking ment's cooking. Then add one teaa
delivery?"
iDoonful vanilla, and aet
to sensitive ears -London Spectator.
"It doesn't compare with what the
Serve the torte with tbla filling and with
pitcher of onr base ball team can do."
cream on

easy.

bringing

UP-

ARGUMENTS.

At lut Adam and Eve cm m β to a οβτβ,
and Adam «aid: "Let ur dwell bere and
sail It home. It la the beat we can du,
the way rente are."
"I am willing to live In a cave," aaid
Eve, "bat first you muat clean It up.
The animale bave been sleeping bere.
The place ia*fnll of owl·, bate, wasps,
hornets, mice, tarantulas aod water
bugs, and tbe cobwebs are a disgrace to
any decent family. I aball never dare·
aak people to come to aee us with the
cave looking as it does now."
"To-morrow I'll take a day off and dig

LAMB TIMBALES.
less than £10 should keep sporting dogs
And.
Cook together for five minutes two
or engines of game destruction.
further, the servant and laborer were tablespoonfnls of butter, one-half oupful
of soft bread crumbs and one oupful of
ordered to have l»ows and arrows and
milk. Add one cupful of finely chopped,
to keep Sunday and holiday In using
cold cooked lamb, two slightly beaten
tenat
all
"leave
and
to
them
playing
eggs, one-half teaspoonful of salt, onenis and football and other Importunate fourth teaspoonful of paprika, and turn
into buttered timbale molds.
Karnes."
Bake, hav
ing molds surrounded by water, until the
mixture is firm. Serve witb a cream
A Spool of Cotton.
been added two
"But for Xu|K>leon." snld the spool. sauce to which bas
canned pimentos which have been
"I. like the Arc «le Triomphe, would
a
sieve.
rubbed through
In Napoleon's
never have existed."
CBEAMED CBAB MEAT.
time thrend was only made of silk and

here, Louise.
Elderly Daughter (with a slgb)—I
know, mamma, they scare dreadfully

The person

DISPUTE AMD THE

cleaned caves, therefore
they never
should. That is what I shall hereafter
OINOER ALE PUNCH.
call logic. Second, women are too deliJuice of throeoiaoges and one lemon, cate to clean caves as dirty as tbia one."
Love'· Young Dream.
one cupful of sttong tea infusion sweet
"But not too delicate to live in them."
The newly married young woman
onrd to taste with sugar syrup. Add
"Third, ! do not like to think of you
rushed into her father's presence and one
of ginger ale aud ooe pint of ax
pint
fighting wolves and serpents and
threw herself on lier knees before him. apuitinaris or any charged water.
rats. 1 would rather picture you in
"Oh. papa !" she sobbed. "I have come
JELLIED CHICKEN AND KQO SALAD.
your proper poetic sphere, sewing aprons
for your forgiveness and blessing! It
in a grapevine hammnck—"
Cook one and one-half cupfuls of or swinging
was wrong and undutiful of me. but 1
"While the wolves and snakes and
chicken stock or water witb one finely
vermin devour the children, eh? Not on
loved Richard so that I Just had to
chopped onion, one chopped red pepper,
elope with Mm. Hut I couldn't be hap- one teaspoonful of salt and ooe teaspoon- your life, my poet."
with you. ful of Worcestershire. Cook three egg*
"Fourth, a woman's mind is incapapy till I Imd been reconciled
of understanding that compromises
until hard, and cool. Soak, in enough ble
so here I am at your feet."
are constantly necessary in cleaning a
"Well, well." growled the old man. cold water to cover, two .tableepoonfuls
of blind
Add the hot stock to the cave. Woman is a creature
much affected in spite of himself. "I of gelatine.
female of the species is
and when thoroughly-dissolved impulse; the
gelatiue,
alone
are
I must jot
more deadly thau tbe male.
Hup|H»se ΓΙ1 have to. But you
pour into an oblong wetted u.old to the
last down," raid Adam. "It will
—where is—er— Klchard?"
of one-half an iucb. Set on ice that
depth
"He's just outside, papa. dear, with until stiffened. Then arrange slices of make a fine refrain some day when I run
And. now that you have ihe liai d cooked egg on the jelly. Finally out of inspiration."
the cabman
"You have given only four reasons,"
forgiven us. please lend us enough to add the remaiuder of the eggs cut in
'What is the fifth?"
Evd.
he'll go slices and two cupfuls of diced chicken «aid
"
pay the horrid brute so that
I'he fifth reason why yu mu<t n'>t
meat to the hot stock, aud pour all iuto
away. You see. we had only enough
that
forget
you are a lady Is this," and
minis the mold. Chill and ι-eive in slices with
money for the license and the
salad dtessing, either with or without Adam fljurixhed his hickory hunting
club lu her face.
ter."-Pittsburgh (Jazette-Tiraes.
lefuce.
There was no answering his last argu
APPLE PUFFS.
ment, ao Eve gave up her blind Impulse
Dog Laws of Richard II.
The apple puffs are made in the same to clean the cave.
Wheu Klchard II. was king of Engway as the fried pios, using plain pastry
"But jnu will attend to it, dear, won't
of
by
greyhounds
the
land
keeping
and baking instead of frying.
you?" she pleaded.
to
led
artificers
and
servants, grooms
"To-morrow," aaid Adam.—Newark
CHILI DRESSING.
trouble, for these sportsmen would
News.
olive
tlx
Mix
tableepoonfuls
together
co a-liuutitig in parks and warreiis the
Mark Twain's First Earnings.
oil, two tableepoonfuls of vinegar, one
while "Christian people be at church
tarragon
teaspoonful
vinegar, one teaA friend of Mark Twain once asked
was
It
This,
service."
divine
hearing
spoonful finely chopped onion, one-half him if he remembered the first money
thought, was not good for park, war- teaspoonful salt, one-eighth teaspoonful be earned.
Reservant
of
the
ren or the soul
pepper, one fourth teaspoonful paprika
"Yes," he said; "It was at school, and
The law was and two tableepoonfuls chili sauce. Let
forms were arranged.
a very painful recollection it is, too.
and
ehake
well,
laid down that neltEer layman with stand several hours,
There was a ruie in oar achool that any
serve on the salad.
his desk, either with
less than 40 shillings nor clerk with

meet

Anyone lending κ «ketch and description may
quickly ascertain oar opinion free whether an
Invention I· probably patentable. Communications etrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
«ont free. U.dest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
tptcial notice, without charge, lath<<

PRIMEVAL
TO-DATE

In fact. It
until after the civil war.
box of raspberries
Over a small
was the war nniform of the soldiers sprinkle a cup and a half of powdered
that gave its Introduction to the Amer- sugar, and allow to stand until sugar Is
colanderThe soldiers found out melted. Crush through a
ican public.
be a pint of juice, but if
the merits of the short coats, so civil- there should
a pint of
to
make
water
add
enough
ian short coats became popular. Tbey not,
Dissolve two tableepoonfuls of
liquid.
in
classes
all
soon
were
adopted by
gelatine in a cup of warm water, and stir
the United States.—New York Sun.
ioto the fruit juice, putting into the reWhen serving,
frigerator to harden.
plaoe cubes of the gelatine in a tall gloss,
Drydan'· Rum.
The story is told that Dryden, finish- with a layer of whipped cream between
and on top of layers of the jdly. This ie
ing his translation of "Virgil." «eut It
much improved by pouring the juice of
a
for
for
to Jacob Tonsou
publication
more raspberries over the whole.
sum specified upon the manuscript.
STUFFED TOMATO SALAD.
Tonson was desirous of obtaining the
insides,
Teel tomatoes, scoop out
hook, but determined to take advanwith ealt, inveri, and
tage of Drydeu's need of inouey. He sprinkle cavity
allow to thoroughly chill. Wash a small
therefore informed the poet that he
cream or Neufcbatel cheese, and add one
could not pay the sum Dryden asked. canned
pimt uto aud two olives fin* ly
In reply Dryden sent the following chopped, one-teaspoonful each of finely
lines in description of the publisher:
chopped onion and parsley, and salt «nd
Stuff tomatoes witb
With l< prin« look, bull facod and frecklcd papiika to taste.
the mixture, and serve on lettuce with
fair.
colored
Judas
With two left legs, with
mayonnaise dressing.
hair
CURRANT MINT SAUCE.
And frowzy pores that taint the arableat
air.
Beat one-half tumbler of currant jelly
When this was delivered to Tonson witb a fork until quite Hmooth; add two
he asked If Dr.vden had Raid anything t-iblespoonfuls of chopped fresh mint,
of half an orange, one"Yes." replied the bearer; "he the grated rind
more.
fourth teaspoonful of wait and a few
said to tell the dog that he who wrote
grain» of cayenne. Serve with lamb
these lilies could write more like them."
chops or a crown of lamb.
once.
at
the
money
Tonson sent

W

Norway, Maine.
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REAL

Keeley

of
characteristic forme
the period io
form» tliut determine
Former
which It was mud or sund.
States
United
the
of
Powell
Director
tersely exgeological survey once
committee
plained to a congressional
saying
the value of paleontology by
clock." by
that It 1k "the geologist's
when rock
which he tells the time
Imeconomic
The
formed.
were
beds
bus been re·
port» nee of paleontology
In
shown In this country.
or

j

For Men and Women.

Th· Qeoloflletr Clock.
bud contains
Each foesiliferous rock

How They Settled It.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Th· Sack Quit
It is hard for a today'· man, as be
leans back In bis sack salt and tries to
Water ι think, to imagine a time wben the Oorreaposdenoe on topic* of Interest to tbe ladle·
Drink
Few
U «oDolted. Address: Editor Homimaxu·'
Com». Oxford Demoarat, South Parts, Me
to maintain the proper amount of fluid easy and comfortable bobtail coat was
in the system, to eliminate through the I yet unknown and all coats sported
bowels and kidneys the waste products tails.
Recipe· for Picnics and Other Thins*.
of the body. If drinking a glass upon
The sack suit originated In France
rising and between meals does not keep In the thirties, abont the same time
FRIED PIES.
your bowels active and digestion good, that our trousers took their present
The "fried pie·" will be found very
the old reliable "L. P." Atremember
If you have flat feet, broken arches, bunions, or othei wi.od's Medicine has been successfully shape. It Is possible that the two in- acceptable. Men particularly, who bad
the tbem when «mal!
as
co related,
were
boy·, rejoice at having
used for sixty years. Head this letter. novations
ailments caused by wearing: ill fitting: shoes, come here and
"I used to be subject to severe at- changes in coat and trousers have al- tbem aerved at an automobile luncb.
tacks of Bilious and Sick Headaches, ways pone band in band. France was Tbey are made like baking powder bis·
thickbe fitted with a pair of Ground Grippers and you will find re- but if I feel one coming on, I take the
the mother of the sack when It was cult·, rolled to one eigbth inch in
wood'β Medicine. It helps
At
F."
a ness and out with a small round cutter.
"jj.
blouse,
French
the
from
lief and comfort. We have sold many pairs of these boots in me every time. I would as soon be developed coarse linen worn by la- Ou half the pieoes put old-fashioned apgarment of
ple sauce baked in the oven until dark
without water in the houso as "L. F."
The new coat
borers and peasants.
the last two years and our sale on them is increasing rap- Atwood's Medicine.
red, wet edges, and place the other ball
was at first worn only by laborers, on top, pinching the two firmly together.
Mrs. E. A. Nolan,
fash- Fry as you wonld doughnuts in hot fat.
idly. They are durable as well as comfortable.
No. Whitefield, Me. but before long It became very
It did not cross Dnin carefully on paper, and when cold
ionable in France.
for
the
free
asking.
Sample
the English channel antll 1840 and wrap In waxed paper.
|"L. F." MEDICINE CO., Fortland, Me. was not worn In this country much
BASPBEBBY JELLY.

J l«.

DWIUHT M.WIS··

